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In Thy Light
Practicing Cosmopolitanism
11

E VERYBODY

BLAMES

THE

LuTHERANs."

This is Walt Kowalski's response when a
young Hmong neighbor explains to him
that Lutherans helped her people relocate from
Southeast Asia to the United States. Obviously,
Walt (played by Clint Eastwood in his 2008
film Gran Torino) is not very happy that the
Hmong have moved into-in fact have largely
taken over-the suburban Detroit neighborhood where he raised his family. Walt is a lonely
holdout. His wife recently died, and his children
now have their own families who don't care to
visit their grumpy old grandfather. He is retired
from the Ford plant and disenchanted from his
Catholic faith. Almost all that he has left is his
house, his yard, and his 1972 Gran Torino, and
he plans to protect those until the day he dies.
"Get off my lawn!" is all he wants to say to his
new neighbors.
Of course, no matter how rudely Walt treats
them or how many ethnic slurs he directs at
them, the Hmong are not leaving. He does his
best to ignore them, pretend they aren't there,
but they become part of his life whether he likes
it or not. He begins to work with them to repair
houses on their block and to protect their homes
from criminal gangs, and he even shares a few
meals with their families. Walt joins with his new
neighbors in the practices of everyday life, and as
he does so, he gets to know them, he learns from
them, and-eventually-he begins to reconnect
with his own family and his own faith.
Enough has been said about our new "global
society." It is a change that already has happened,
that we already can see around us. Like Walt, I am
from Michigan, but from a much smaller town
in a remote part of the state, the tiny city of Sault

Ste. Marie in the Upper Peninsula, hundreds of
miles from a major city and buried in snow half
the year. Hardly cosmopolitan. But this isolated
small town now hosts a community-apparently
a thriving and growing one--of refugee Karen, a
minority ethnic group from Burma.
So we already know that we live in an age
of cosmopolitanism. The challenge we now face
is that we must learn the practices that will help
us navigate our inevitable experiences with difference. We must learn the skills necessary to
being good neighbors, cultivating friendships, or
simply going about the business of daily life with
people who are unlike us.
The theme of the 2010 National Conference
of the Lilly Fellows Program in Humanities and
the Arts was "Practicing Cosmopolitanism."
Representatives of the Lilly Network's member schools gathered on the campus of Calvin
College on 2-4 October 2009 to discuss how
church-related institutions of higher education
can help our students develop these skills. Some
young people are so comfortable with their own
lives that they resist experiences that might challenge their outlook on life. Others embrace such
experiences wholeheartedly, but sometimes do so
without first becoming informed and articulate
about the particularities of their own culture and
identity. It is now more important than ever for
young people to develop skills and habits that
will help them balance their commitments to
their own culture-and their own faith-while
continuing to learn from those with whom they
have real and honest differences. The plenary lectures from this conference are collected here as
our three lead essays.
From the Parable of the Good Samaritan we
learn to seek out the face of Christ even in strangers whom we meet far from home. In this age, we
are likely to encounter these strangers closer to
home, living in our own communities, attending
our churches and schools. In these encounters,
we must follow the Samaritan's example and
cross the road to meet the other. We must be prepared to offer what we know and believe and to
listen to what others have to offer as we practice
cosmopolitanism together. f
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The Cosmopolitan Church
Voices from the Tradition
Angela Russell Christman

W

HAT

Is

CosMOPOLITANISM?

AND

should Christians practice it? These
are the questions I will address in
this essay. After summarizing the views of two
leading contemporary exponents of cosmopolitanism, the philosophers Kwame Anthony
Appiah and Martha Nussbaum, I will argue
that from the Christian perspective their projects are problematic. Finally, I will suggest
some possibilities for a Christian cosmopolitanism, bringing voices from the Christian
tradition into dialogue with Nussbaum's and
Appiah's ideas.
Nussbaum advocates a contemporary
appropriation of cosmopolitanism, an ancient
idea developed most fully by the Stoics, because
of its potential to help us bring an end to the
strife and suffering that beset us all around the
world. Cosmopolitanism, she argues, offers a
paradigm both for putting limits on violence
and human aggression and for nurturing
respect and love for all of humankind.
Diogenes the Cynic is often regarded as
the first cosmopolitan. When asked where he
was from, he answered quite simply, "I am a
citizen of the world [cosmopolites, from polites,
'citizen' and kosmos, 'world']." Diogenes was
unusual for his day, according to Nussbaum,
because he "refused to be defined by his local
origins and local group memberships" and
instead "insisted on defining himself, primarily, in terms of more universal aspirations
and concerns" (1997, 29). This idea of world
citizenship was then taken up and articulated
more fully by the Stoics who claimed that all
6
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of us reside in two communities: the local one
of our birth and the world-wide community
which the first-century Roman author, Seneca,
described as "truly great and truly common,
in which we look neither to this corner nor
to that, but measure the boundaries of our
nation by the sun" (De otio, 4.1). Our most
basic moral and social obligations stem from
this world-wide community. According to
Nussbaum, this cosmopolitan notion that
"[w]e should view ourselves as fundamentally
and deeply linked to humankind as a whole,
and take thought in our deliberations, both
personal and political, for the good of the
whole species" grows directly out of the Stoic
conception of human beings. She explains:
According to the Stoics, the basis for
human community is the worth of
reason in each and every human being.
Reason, in the Stoic view, is a portion of the divine in each of us. And
each and every human being, just in
virtue of being rational and moral ...
has boundless worth. Male or female,
slave or free, king or peasant, all are of
boundless moral value, and the dignity
of reason is worthy of respect wherever
it is found. This reason, the Stoics held,
makes us fellow citizens. (1997, 30)
For the Stoics, recognizing our common humanity should lead us to realize that differences in
gender, social class, ethnicity, and nationality
are irrelevant. Rather, we ought to acknowledge

that by virtue of our shared humanity, each person deserves our respect and concern.
While the Stoic view is aimed at cultivating an attitude of respect and concern for all
humankind, it does not entail a rejection of
local affiliations. The Stoics acknowledged that
the exigencies of human life require us to give
special attention to those closest to us, and
for good reason. For example, if, rather than
focusing my attention on my two daughters,
I were to try to spread my energies among all
the world's children, I would surely end up
neglecting my own, thereby doing the world
more harm than good. 1 But the Stoics simultaneously warned that we ought not allow such
proximate ties to cause us to lose sight of "the
primary claim of humanity" (1997, 33). Thus,
while Nussbaum is clear that, as cosmopolitans,
we need not give up our ties to local groups
such as the nuclear family, our extended family, our ethnic group, our city, our nation, and
even our religion, our central allegiance ought
to be to humanity as a whole (1996a).
Nussbaum generally has high regard for
the tenets of ancient Stoic cosmopolitanism,
although she acknowledges their troubling
blind spots, for example, with regard to slavery (1997, 38-39). She also takes issue with
them on the subject of providence, for their
cosmopolitan notions are grounded in a vision
of the universe as guided by providence and
possessed of teleological design. Ultimately,
she asserts that we can be cosmopolitans without believing in providence:
Humanity can claim our respect just
as powerfully whether we think the
universe is intrinsically well ordered
or whether, with Lucretius, we think
that things look pretty random and
unprovidential. However humanity
emerged, whether by design or by
chance, it is what it is and it compels
respect. In a sense there is a special
dignity and freedom in the choice to
constitute our community as universal
and moral in the face of a disorderly
and unfriendly universe, for then we

are not following anyone else's imperatives but our very own. (1997, 43)

W

hile Nussbaum takes the cosmopolitanism of ancient Stoicism as her
point of departure, Kwame Anthony
Appiah begins with stories, often from his
childhood. Born in his mother's homeland,
England, Appiah returned with his family to
his father's native Ghana while he was still an
infant. His parents were Christians, but some
relatives were Muslim, and still others prac-

Appiah's vision is animated by a
desire to cultivate both a sense of
obligation to humankind and what
we might call a respectful curiosity
about and concern for those who
are different from us, as well as a
willingness to live with disagreement.
ticed traditional African religions . His stories
artfully portray the way in which this extended
family-much like the larger Ghanaian culture-adopted an attitude of "live and let live"
with regard to their differences, religious and
otherwise, and this attitude is at the heart of
his book, Cosmopolitanism: Ethics in a World
of Strangers. Like Nussbaum, Appiah looks
back to the ancient philosophers, but he also
draws on variations of cosmopolitanism that
have emerged over the centuries, fashioning
his own distinctive brand. He writes:
[There are] two strands that intertwine
in the notion of cosmopolitanism. One
is the idea that we have obligations to
others, obligations that stretch beyond
those to whom we are related by the
ties of kith and kind, or even the more
formal ties of a shared citizenship. The
other is that we take seriously the value
Easter 201 0
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not just of human life but of particular human lives, which means taking
an interest in the practices and beliefs
that lend them significance. People are
different, the cosmopolitan knows,
and there is much to learn from our
differences. Because there are so many
human possibilities worth exploring,
we neither expect nor desire that every
person or every society should converge
on a single mode of life. Whatever our
obligations are to others (or theirs to
us) they often have the right to go their
own way. (2006, xv)

was an anti-cosmopolitan in that he shared
the racial and cultural prejudices ofVictorian
society, looking with contempt on Africans,
Arabs, Indians, as well as the Irish and
French-Canadians. In 1880 Burton published
a lengthy poem-purportedly a translation
from ancient Persian, but clearly his own
work-in which the narrator asserts:

Appiah's vision is animated by a desire to cultivate both a sense of obligation to humankind
and what we might call a respectful curiosity
about and concern for those who are different
from us, as well as a willingness to live with disagreement. Like Nussbaum, Appiah wants to
emphasize the universal nature of our obligations as world citizens, but he is more willing
than she to envision what might be called
"rooted cosmopolitanism." That is, while
Nussbaum grants that each person will have
local affiliations, Appiah seems willing to admit
greater significance to those more particular ties
( 1996). Appiah often tells the story of his father,
who was a Christian, a Ghanaian patriot, and
who also, near his death, wrote to his children,
"Remember that you are citizens of the world"
(2006, xviii). For Nussbaum, patriotism and
cosmopolitanism do not sit together easily, but
Appiah finds the idea of these simultaneous
commitments less troublesome. Nonetheless,
it is safe to say that Nussbaum's and Appiah's
agreements on cosmopolitanism are wider and
deeper than their disagreements.
Appiah's stories depict cosmopolitans,
anti-cosmopolitans, as well as those who are
both. In his opening chapter, Appiah introduces readers to Sir Richard Francis Burton, a
nineteenth-century Englishman who exemplifies dimensions of cosmopolitanism through
his mastery of multiple languages, his travel
across five continents, and his fascination
with other cultures. At the same time, Burton

Appiah uses this image of the shattered mirror to suggest that our local commitments, and
especially our religious commitments, offer us
only shards of a mirror which can reflect, at
best, only a part of the truth. According to this
view, cosmopolitans recognize that no one has
access to the whole truth and thereby can avoid
the mistake of thinking that their shard of mirror reflects truth in its entirety. As a result, they
are open and receptive to learning from the
entire panoply of world cultures and religions.
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All Faith is false, all Faith is true:
Truth is the shattered mirror strown
In myriad bits; while each believes
His little bit the whole to own.
(2006, 5)

S

o how is a Christian to respond to such
cosmopolitan visions? Or, to put it more
sharply, can a Christian be a cosmopolitan? I think the answer is both "Yes" and "No."
Let me elaborate on the "No" first.
From a theological perspective, there are
several problems with the visions of cosmopolitanism proposed by Nussbaum and Appiah,
but I will focus on only a few. The most fundamental is that for both Nussbaum andAppiah,
religious (and thus Christian) commitments
ought to be subordinated to cosmopolitan
ones. This view simply misunderstands what
Christianity entails. I am reminded of a cartoon that appeared years ago in The New
Yorker. The scene is a busy street, presumably
in that cosmopolitan city, the Big Apple. An
elderly Eastern orthodox monk slowly trudges
along the sidewalk, his beard flowing down
over his robes, his kamilavkion covering his
head. On his chest hangs a large crucifix. Two

young women walk by, decked out in fashionable clothes and stiletto heels, designer
handbags slung over their shoulders. As they
pass, both turn to look at the monk and one
exclaims, "Fantastic crucifix!" The irony, of
course, is that the young socialites see the crucifix as simply one of a host of possible fashion
accessories, while for the monk it represents a
way of life that lays total claim on him, one
that encompasses all of his existence.
To be fair to Nussbaum and Appiah, neither of them trivializes religious commitments
to the extent that these cartoon characters do:
They don't suggest that faith commitments are
like fashion accessories to be donned or discarded according to our whims. But both of
them treat religious commitments as merely
one of a variety of local affiliations which, in
one way or another, ought to be subordinated
to cosmopolitanism's universal claims. And this
view of Christianity is simply unacceptable,
not only for an Eastern orthodox monk, but
also for all Christians serious about their faith.
(I suspect that it is unacceptable for all devout
practitioners of any of the world's major religions, but I'll limit my claim to Christianity.)
The demands that faith makes on the
believer are comprehensive and complete:
Christians cannot compartmentalize their
lives, keeping some areas neatly separated
from the claims of faith, as if God could be
reserved for certain times and places. (Of
course, I am speaking here about the life to
which serious Christians aspire, not the messy
reality of half-hearted commitment that most
of us usually muck around in.) The comprehensiveness of faith is a theme sounded
throughout the Bible. Leviticus 19, part of
the Holiness Code, illustrates this well. It
opens with God commanding Moses: "Say
to all the congregation of the people of Israel,
You shall be holy; for I the Lord your God
am holy" (Lev 19:2). The rest of this chapter
lists the various ways in which the Israelites
are to reflect God's holiness. Many of these
injunctions echo the Ten Commandments:
Idol worship is prohibited, and honoring one's
parents is required. Truthfulness and honesty

are demanded: thou shalt not steal, thou shalt
not bear false witness. But other commands go
beyond the Decalogue: the Israelites are given
specific instructions concerning ritual sacrifice and how men are to groom their beards.
Witchcraft and tattoos are forbidden. Farmers
are to harvest their fields in such a way that
the poor and sojourners can gather up the
gleanings. The stranger among them is to be
treated as one of their own, loved just as God
loved Israel when she was a stranger in the

The demands that faith makes on
the believer are comprehensive
and complete: Christians cannot
compartmentalize their lives, keeping
some areas neatly separated from the
claims of faith, as if God could be
reserved for certain times and places.
land of Egypt. No area of life is untouched or
separated from the commitment of faith, and
every aspect of life is one in which the believer
can, at least potentially, glorify God through
willing obedience.
And lest Christians are tempted to dismiss
Leviticus, remember that the spirit of Leviticus
19 permeates the sayings of]esus. When a new
follower says, "I will follow you, Lord; but let
me first say farewell to those at my home," Jesus'
response makes clear the all-encompassing
demands of the Gospel: "No one who puts
his hand to the plow and looks back is fit for
the kingdom of God" (Luke 9:61-62). And
when questioned by a lawyer about the great
commandment, Jesus answers, "You shall love
the Lord your God with all your heart, and
with all your soul, and with all your mind.
This is the great and first commandment.
And a second is like it, you shall love your
neighbor as yourself" (Matthew 22:37). These
two commandments, comprehensive in their
Easter 201 0
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scope, are quoted from Leviticus 19 and
Deuteronomy. Of course, we can rejoice that
grace abounds whenever we, in our sinfulness,
fall short of these demands. But there is no
doubt that, for Christians, the single most
comprehensive commitment is found in their
faith, and all others flow from that. This reality
is simply inconsistent with Nussbaum's and
Appiah's versions of cosmopolitanism.

N

either Nussbaum nor Appiah appeals
to anything transcendent as a foundation on which to ground their cosmopolitanism. This should not surprise us, but it
should alert us to ask: What notion of human
beings undergirds the cosmopolitanisms of
Nussbaum and Appiah? Or, to put it another
way, what sort of vision of the cosmopolis-the universe and the society of human
beings-lies behind their cosmopolitanisms?
Nussbaum explicitly rejects any sense of a
providential ordering of the cosmos or a teleological understanding of human beings, arguing simply that humanity "is what it is and it
compels respect." Appiah's cosmopolitanism,
clearly grounded in a secular, post-Christian
framework, seems consistent with Nussbaum's
here. But whence flows this basic respect for
human beings? Following the ancient Stoics,
Nussbaum asserts that human beings deserve
to be treated with justice and respect because
they are rational and moral beings. The accidents of birth-gender, nationality, ethnicity,
religion, class, and race-are, she observes,
precisely that, accidents and not the basis
for our intrinsic worth. Rather, she explains,
"Human personhood, by which I mean the
possession of practical reason and other basic
moral capacities, is the source of our moral
worth, and this worth is equal" (1996b, 133).
Notwithstanding Nussbaum's recent writings
on persons with disabilities, in our day and
age, such a definition of"human personhood"
inevitably raises other questions: Do the
unborn, the elderly plagued with dementia,
or those with other mental disabilities possess
the practical reason and moral capacity that
qualify them as human beings?
10
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Nussbaum's cosmopolitanism is also problematic for the Christian because it makes an
anti-teleological stance a virtue, when she finds
"a special dignity and freedom" in choosing to
create a universal and moral community "in the
face of a disorderly and unfriendly universe"
precisely because "then we are not following
anyone else's imperatives but our very own."
Initially, it might be easy to find these sentiments very appealing and noble, even if they
also evoke a sort of sadness and despair. But on
closer examination, they seem to me akin to
the sin of pride that Augustine describes in his
Confessions. Pride, the fundamental sin, consists of claiming for oneself the prerogatives
of God, as Adam and Eve did in the Garden.
They ate the fruit presented to them by the serpent with these tempting words: "You will not
die. For God knows that when you eat of it
your eyes will be opened, and you will be like
God, knowing good and evil" (Gen. 3:4-5).
Augustine riffs on this understanding of pride
when, in the midst of recounting his own theft
of fruit, he presents a catalogues of vices:
Pride imitates what is lofty; but you
alone are God most high above all
things. What does ambition seek but
honour and glory? Yet you alone are
worthy of honour and are glorious for
eternity ... Avarice wishes to have large
possessions; you possess everything.
Envy contends about excellence; but
what is more excellent than you?
(Confessions 2.6.13)
According to Augustine, each sin is an attempt
to put myself in the place of God, to possess
some desirable quality independently of God, as
ifit were not gift-as ifi, and not God, were the
source ofit. Every vice attempts to possess something that is, in itself, good, but to do so apart
from God, and thus each is simply a variation
on the fundamental sin of pride. Nussbaum's
exhortation that we follow our own imperatives
(rather than God's) in creating a universal and
moral community is, from Augustine's perspective, a seductive temptation.

Practicing cosmopolitanism carries risks
for the Christian, at least in the versions advocated by Nussbaum and Appiah. We may lose
our moorings in the foundation of our faith.
Now, at this point you might think that I am
completely rejecting cosmopolitanism. But
that would be wrong. In what follows I'd like
to suggest how we might think about a distinctively Christian cosmopolitanism, one that
flows from rather than trumps Christian faith.

0

ne of the hallmarks of cosmopolitanism, particularly as Appiah describes
it, is the desire to have conversations
across borders, to be in dialogue with those
who are different from us. Christians have been
engaged in this from the Church's earliest days,
both in missionary activity and in the defense
of Christianity against its critics, from which
the long and distinguished tradition of apologetics developed. One of the earliest Christian
apologies is an anonymous second-century
work known as the Epistle to Diognetus. In
the Epistle, the author describes for Diognetus
the relationship between Christians and the
larger, non-Christian world:
Christians cannot be distinguished
from the rest of the human race by
country or language or customs. They
do not live in cities of their own; they
do not use a peculiar form of speech;
they do not follow an eccentric manner of life .... Yet, although they live
in Greek and barbarian cities alike ...
and follow the customs of the country
in clothing and food and other matters of daily living, at the same time
they give proof of the remarkable and
admittedly extraordinary constitution
of their own commonwealth. They
live in their own countries, but only as
aliens. They have a share in everything
as citizens, and endure everything as
foreigners. Every foreign land is their
fatherland, and yet for them every
fatherland is a foreign land. They marry,
like everyone else, and they beget chil-

dren, but they do not cast out their
offspring. They share their board with
each other, but not their marriage bed.
It is true that they are "in the flesh,"
but they do not live "according to the
flesh." They busy themselves on earth,
but their citizenship is in heaven. They
obey the established laws, but in their
own lives they go far beyond what the
laws require. They love all of humankind, and by all of humankind are
persecuted .... They are reviled, and
yet they bless .... (5.1-15)

Christians recognize every land as
home, but at the same time, no
land is home, because their true
commonwealth is with God.

This description of the Church is remarkable.
Christians are spread throughout the entire
known world and span every national, ethnic,
and linguistic group. Like all human beings,
they live in particular places, but they don't
count themselves as citizens of their homeland.
Remember Diogenes' reply: "I am a citizen of
the world." The Epistle to Diognetus seems to
be saying something like that, but with a twist:
"Every foreign land is their fatherland, and yet
for them every fatherland is a foreign land."
Christians recognize every land as home, but at
the same time, no land is home, because their
true commonwealth is with God. We should
be reminded of that "great cloud of witnesses"
in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which together
with the entire Church understands that we are
"strangers and exiles on the earth" and "here we
have no lasting city, but we seek the city which
is to come," the heavenly Jerusalem (Hebrews
11:13-16, 12:22, 13: 14). This allegiance to
the City of God, according to our anonymous
author, does not prevent Christians from participating in the world-wide earthly city. They
do so, however, as aliens, and when they conEaster 2010
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tribute to the welfare of the universal earthly city
it is precisely because of their love for the heavenly Jerusalem. Further, their love for the City
of God leads them to love all human beings, and
in response to persecution and revilement, they
return words of blessing. In short, the universal commonwealth that Appiah and Nussbaum
long for, even if only metaphorically, is at the
heart of the Epistle of Diognetus. However, the
vision of the Epistle-unlike those of Appiah
and Nussbaum-is grounded in God's prior
gift to us, the gift revealed most fully in the life,
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ.
This notion that the commonwealth of
Christians is found in God, not in any particular country or nation is also expressed in
Augustine's poignant account of the death of his
mother, Monica. After Augustine is baptized,
he, his mother, and his brother Navigius are in
Ostia, Rome's port city. Close to death, Monica
turns to her sons and says, "Bury your mother
here." Navigius is initially upset because Patrick,
Monica's husband, had been buried years earlier
in North Africa, Monica's fatherland, and they
had expected her to be buried there also. But
Monica knows well that her true homeland is
not North Africa. She quiets her younger son,
saying, "Bury my body anywhere. I have only
one request of you, that you remember me at
the altar of the Lord" (Confessions 9.11.27). Like
the author of the Epistle to Diognetus, Monica
knows that her homeland is not on this earth,
but rather with the gathered Christian community, the body of Christ, on its journey to the
heavenly Jerusalem.
The Epistle to Diognetus tells us that
Christians love others because of their own
citizenship in the Kingdom of God, but it
also holds up as exemplary an attitude which
would preclude Christians from employing
force or coercion in their encounters with
others. That portion of the Epistle on which
F. Bland Tucker based the hymn, "The great
Creator of the worlds," describes how God set
abou( rescuing human beings:
Now, did [God the Father] send [the
Son], as a human mind might assume,
12
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to rule by tyranny, fear, and terror? Far
from it! He sent him out of kindness
and gentleness, like a king sending his
son who is himself a king. He sent him
as God; he sent him as man to human
beings. He willed to save humankind
by persuasion, not by compulsion, for
compulsion is not God's way of working. In sending him, God called human
beings, but did not pursue them; he
sent him in love, not in judgment. Yet
he will indeed send him someday as
our judge ... (7.3-6)
Since Christians are called to imitate Christ,
the one who chose the way of persuasion and
love, there can be little warrant for Christians
to use force and compulsion in their encounters with others. Now it is true that Christians
have not always lived up to the high calling of
the Epistle of Diognetus. Indeed, we have too
often responded to the world's scorn with our
own hatred and violence, and we have even
tried to force the Gospel on others. For all of
this we should repent. However, our failure to
follow Christ's example does not invalidate the
truth of the Gospel or the vision at the heart of
the Epistle to Diognetus, but rather confirms the
Christian diagnosis of the human condition.
Earlier I mentioned the central claim of the
Christian faith : in the life, death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ, God has given the world
the most complete revelation of God's very
self, and through this, the world's salvation
has been accomplished. The comprehensiveness of this claim does not sit easily with
many cosmopolitans. Indeed, some appear to
assume Christianity is inherently exclusivist
or intolerant precisely because it makes such
a far-reaching claim. Appiah's version of cosmopolitanism emphasizes the importance of
differences among persons and the potential
to learn from those. This provides the foundation for the attitude of "live and let live" which
animates his cosmopolitanism, but at the same
time, it can lead to relativism (notwithstanding
his arguments against relativism). Moreover,
it seems to lead him to the assumption that

those who hold strong religious conv1ctwns
are almost always intolerant and exclusivistic.
Indeed, Appiah labels as intolerant "[m]any
American Christians" who "believe that atheists, Jews, Muslims, Buddhists, and the rest
will go to hell unless they accept Jesus Christ"
(2006, 141). 2 Such a view grossly oversimplifies much of the Christian tradition on this
issue, and it misunderstands the nature of the
comprehensive claims of not only Christianity,
but also of many of the world's great religions.
Further, it distorts-or is simply unaware
of-a long Christian tradition that affirms the
value of beliefs found in non-Christian religions and cultures.
To make the sort of comprehensive claim
that Christianity does is not a sign of intolerance or arrogance. Indeed, all great religions
make such sweeping claims because they are
concerned to discover what the proper goal of
human life is and, once found, to discern what
practices and ways of life will help persons
to arrive at it. Further, these great religions
commend specific practices and ways of life
precisely because finding the true aim of human
life and attaining it are of the utmost importance. Augustine DiNoia explains this point
well when he summarizes the response of the
Buddhist scholar Phra Khantipalo to accusations that Buddhism's doctrines are exclusivist:
[I] t is not exclusivistic pretensions that
compel a religious community to teach
that a certain course of life is necessary
for focusing upon and attaining the
true aim of life, or that other courses of
life can delay or impede human beings
from pursuing the right course. The
Christian claim that there is no salvation except through Jesus Christ, or the
Buddhist claim that there is no attainment ofNirvana except in the following
of the Excellent Eightfold Path, reflects
not an unwarranted exclusivism on the
part of these communities but the seriousness with which each regards the
true aim of life and the means necessary to attain and enjoy it. (1992, 8)

One might even go so far as to say that, for
Christians or Buddhists, Jews or Muslims, to
believe that they have found the true aim of
human life and then to keep it hidden out of
fear of seeming exclusivist could be deemed a
sort of misanthropy or deceit, or both. Viewing
the matter from this perspective, we can see
that when adherents of a religious tradition
share their beliefs with others, and likewise
learn about others' beliefs-as long as this does
not involve compulsion-they are practicing

When adherents of a religious
tradition share their beliefs with
others, and likewise learn about
others' beliefs-as long as this does
not involve compulsion-they are
practicing a sort of philanthropy.

a sort of philanthropy. And when Christians
do this, they are practicing a philanthropy that
imitates the love of Christ who, through the
Incarnation, condescended to share the very
life of God with us.

B

uilding on this, we turn to the question of whether Christianity's sweeping
claim about the salvation wrought by
God through the life, death, and resurrection
of Jesus precludes the Christian from recognizing truth in the other religions and cultures
of the world. The answer is a resounding "No."
Christians have always acknowledged that
those outside the Church may have a certain
degree of knowledge of the truth about the
world and God. Recall God's command to the
Israelites to despoil the Egyptians before fleeing
Egypt, that is, to "ask, every man of his neighbor and every woman of her neighbor, jewelry
of silver and of gold" (Exodus 11 :2). For early
Christians, this event was construed in a spiriEaster2010
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tual way as referring to pagan learning. In The
Life of Moses, Gregory of Nyssa interprets the
gold and silver of the Egyptians to be pagan
knowledge that is useful for Christians in the
worship of God (II.112-116). Likewise, in
Confessions, Augustine relates how his encounter with the books of the Platonists gave him the
answer to the vexing problem of the existence
of evil. Despite their undeniable errors, these
pagan philosophical works, Augustine tells us,
are Egyptian gold (7.9.15). Thus, Christians
need have no reluctance to engage other cultures and religions or fear of finding truth in
them. Indeed, they can respect and admire the
riches of other religions and cultures, and even
learn from them, for as Augustine reminds us,
wherever truth is found, its ultimate source
is the Triune God. Of course, it is important
to remember that while Egyptian gold can be
used to adorn the Ark of the Covenant-to
worship God-it can also be used to fashion
the golden calf. This is, in part, why there is
no set formula for Christians to follow when
they cross borders and engage those of other
cultures and faiths. In trying to discern the
truth offered in and through such encounters, Christians must always return to the central tenets of their faith, rather than bracket
their faith or set it aside. Nonetheless, while
we should approach such border-crossings
without fear and with the love of Christ, decisions about what to think about any particular
encounter and how to respond to the other
can only be made on an ad hoc basis.
Such a positive view of other religions is
not limited to ancient Christian authors. Nostra
Aetate, the Vatican II "Declaration on the
Church's Relation to non-Christian Religions"
speaks thus of Buddhism and Hinduism:
The Catholic Church rejects nothing of those things which are true and
holy in these religions. It regards with
respect those ways of acting and living and those precepts and teachings
which, though often at variance with
what it holds and expounds, frequently
reflect a ray of that Truth which
14
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enlightens everyone. Yet, without ceasing it preaches, and is bound to preach,
Christ who is "the way, the truth, and
the life" (John 14:6), in whom people
find the fullness of religious life and in
whom God has reconciled all things to
himself(cf. 2 Cor 5.18-19) ....
[The Church], therefore, calls upon
all its sons and daughters with prudence and charity, through dialogues
and cooperation with the followers
of other religions, bearing witness to
the Christian faith and way of life, to
recognise, preserve and promote those
spiritual and moral good things as well
as the socio-cultural values which are
to be found among them. (§2, §4)
Nostra Aetate then turns to Islam and Judaism,
declaring the respect that the Church has
for these two great monotheistic religions.
Moreover, after condemning "all persecutions
against any people," Nostra Aetate adds:

Christ, as the church has always maintained and maintains, went willingly
and with immense love to his passion
and death because of the sins of all
people so that all may obtain salvation.
It is the duty of the preaching Church,
then, to proclaim the cross of Christ as
the sign of God's universal love and the
source of all grace. (§4)
Here NostraAetate does not deny Christianity's
central claims but rather affirms them.
Nonetheless, these central claims do not
imply, as secular cosmopolitans might assume,
that Christians believe salvation is necessarily
reserved only for themselves. Once again, there
is a long tradition which recognizes that nonChristians may have a share in the salvation
procured by Christ, a tradition which in fact
hopes and prays for this. As early as the second
century, Justin Martyr asserted that Christ, as
Logos of God, had been present among and
available to peoples in all times and places

(including before the Incarnation), and that
whenever someone has lived in accord with the
Logos, that person can be understood to be his
follower. Justin even goes so far as to count the
Greek philosophers, Socrates and Heraclitus,
among these followers! 3 (First Apology, ch. 46)
Two centuries later, Augustine is generally
more pessimistic about Christians and nonChristians alike. Despite this, throughout the
City of God, he maintains that at the end of
time we will discover that some of those whom
we thought were members of the earthly city
and opposed to God are in fact citizens of the
heavenly city, while others whom we assumed
to be part of the heavenly city will turn out
not to be. Augustine's perspective should give
us pause and remind us of the need for the virtue of humility. Further, other strands within
the Christian tradition affirm that the diversity of religions in the world may be part of
God's providential plan for the world's salvation. That is, while the fullness of truth is to
be found in the revelation of Christ, other religions may serve to prepare persons to receive
the Gospel message.
Now, I am not so foolish as to deny that some
Christians have asserted that non-Christians
could not be saved and have treated their nonChristian brothers and sisters with scorn and
contempt. I am also not claiming that Hell
does not exist, though I do hope and pray that
at the end of time everyone will have turned
to the Triune God in love and praise, with the
result that Hell will be empty. 4 However, I am
trying to demonstrate that-contra the views
of some secular cosmopolitans-the Christian
tradition has a developed and nuanced position
with regard to the status of non-Christian
religions and their members.
Thus, on the basis of our own tradition, we
Christians have the resources for a universal
love of humankind as well as the respect for
and interest in other cultures and religions that
Appiah and Nussbaum seek. Our cosmopolitan
vision, however, is distinct from theirs in that it
is grounded in the love of God. And, because
we take as our starting point the love of God,
in our encounters with those who are different

from us, we can imagine many times when our
judgments and beliefs will conflict with theirs.
Nonetheless, there is a sort of Christian cosmopolitanism intrinsic to the Church, one that,
because it flows from the love of Christ, calls
us to respond to the other, even in the midst of
disagreement, with love.
In closing, I'd like to return to the metaphor of the mirror which Appiah borrowed
from Sir Richard Francis Burton. For someone
like Appiah, a sort of secular cosmopolitanism

There is a sort of Christian
cosmopolitanism intrinsic to the
Church, one that, because it flows from
the love of Christ, calls us to respond
to the other, even in the midst of

disagreement, with love.
makes sense because the mirror is shattered
and each person or tradition possesses only
a shard. I'd like to contrast this image with
one from the medieval Franciscan theologian,
Bonaventure. In The Soul's journey into God,
Bonaventure uses imagery of a mirror, but
this one is very different from that described
by Burton. For Bonaventure, every element of
creation is like a mirror. Each reflects not the
totality of God, for no finite being could do
that, but rather some aspect of the infinite God.
And unlike Burton's mirror, Bonaventure's is
not shattered, but rather connected in a unity
that, like a mirrored globe reflecting light infinitely outward into space, points to the eternal
Triune God. In Bonaventure's vision, we cannot help but respond to our fellow human
beings with respect and love, for like us, they
are part of the mirror and equally the object of
Christ's love.
Although the Victorian poet Gerard
Manley Hopkins was not a Franciscan but a
Jesuit, he shared Bonaventure's understanding of the entire world as reflecting God
Easter2010
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and of human beings as the special object of
Christ's love. I will close with one of his sonnets, a poem that beautifully captures this

vision at the heart of a Christian cosmopolitanism, one that flows from our faith rather
than subverts it:

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame;
As tumbled over rim in roundy wells
Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, each hung bell's
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its name;
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same:
Deals out that being indoors each one dwells;
Selves-goes itself myselfit speaks and spells,
Crying What I do is me: for that I came.
I say more: the just man justices;
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces;
Acts in God's eye what in God's eye he isChrist. For Christ plays in ten thousand places,
Lovely in limbs, and lovely in eyes not his
To the Father through the features of men's faces.

t
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Notes
1. Nussbaum offers this example with regard to her
own daughter (199Gb, 135-136).

2. This is part of a larger discussion in which Appiah
discusses various Islamic and Christian movements
which he describes (imprecisely) as "fundamentalist," and where he draws a direct connection
between belief in religious truth and the tendency
to violence. Elsewhere Appiah implies that those
who advocate traditional Christian sexual ethics are
intolerant and even irrational (e.g., 54-57).
3. However, Justin's comment needs to be understood within his larger critique of Greek philosophy.
See Droge, 1987.
4. For a fascinating analysis of the theological debate
on this topic, see Von Balthasar 1988.
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The Possibility of a
Community of Difference
A. Suresh Canagarajah
I have become all things to all men
so that by all possible means
I might save some.
I do all this for the sake of the gospel,
that I may share in its blessings.
1 Corinthians 15: 22-23

I

T IS NOT NECESSARY TO TRAVEL THOUSANDS

of miles from one's home to practice world
citizenship. Nowadays, the global has interpenetrated the local, and the world inhabits our
own neighborhoods. The challenge of cosmopolitanism lies in constructing a community of
difference, a community able to accommodate
world citizens in a localized space. Faced with
this challenge, we must answer the question of
which strategies of interaction will best enable
us to negotiate difference as we practice our
cosmopolitan identities and relationships. To
the attempt to answer this question, I bring a
language-oriented, micro-social perspective on
cosmopolitan relations. Scholars often use language as a model for cosmopolitanism. Appiah
(2006), for example, uses conversation as a metaphor for cosmopolitanism. Language, however,
is more than a metaphor; it is the medium for
intercultural relations. Language also represents
our cosmopolitan identities and allows us to
construct communities of difference. Therefore,
a linguistic exploration of cosmopolitanism is
quite appropriate. South Asian practices of
negotiating language difference from the time
before the period ofWestern colonization offer
lessons for contemporary cosmopolitanism. We
now know of many vibrant forms of multilin18
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gualism and cosmopolitanism from precolonial and premodern times that offer challenging models for contemporary life (see Pollock
2006).
Intercultural Relations in South Asia

L

et me reconstruct the picture of South
Asian multilingual life as it emerges
from the scholarship of South Asian linguists and anthropologists (see Annamalai
2001; Khubchandani 1997; Mohanty 2006;
Pattanayak 1984). Since South Asians live in a
heterogeneous community where they expect
to interact with others from different languages
and cultures on a daily basis, South Asians are
always open to negotiation. Negotiation of
language differences is the norm rather than
the exception. Furthermore, there is no expectation of a common language as the basis for
these interactions. Sometimes, there is no common language available, and even to expect
one would be to impose one's own language
as the vehicle for communication. Therefore,
both interlocutors start with their own language. How is communication possible if both
interlocutors speak in their own language? It is
possible because they adopt interpersonal and

sociolinguistic strategies to negotiate their differences. Through practices, they unpack the
differences in content (i.e., grammatical norms,
cultural values, or sociocultural knowledge).
In other words, their orientation to linguistic
interactions and cultural differences is practicebased and not dependent on knowledge, values,
or grammar. In employing such negotiation
strategies, they search for consensus and are
mutually supportive in an effort to achieve their
shared goals. Since what brings them together
are goals they hope to achieve (i.e., buying and
selling), they try to help each other in reaching a mutually satisfactory outcome. They don't
let differences or mistakes break down communication. Through negotiation strategies, the
interlocutors co-construct the norms that will
facilitate their interaction. These inter-subjective
norms are operational only during that particular interaction. When both interlocutors end
their interaction and move on to a new interaction with different participants, they have to
co-construct a new set of norms that will be
operational for that new interaction. The intersubjective norms will constitute forms and conventions from the language systems they both
bring to the interaction. In other words, it may
be a hybrid code that belongs to neither party
in the interaction.
For this kind of interaction to work, language learning and use must be kept together.
Speakers don't come ready with the language
they need for each interaction. They come with
the preparedness to learn on the spot the type
of forms and conventions their interlocutors
bring. They then use what they learn about
the other's norms to co-construct new norms
that will help them in their communication.
Furthermore, in this style of interaction, the
focus is on repertoire building rather than
mastery of a target code. In other words, interlocutors don't try to develop full mastery of
the language the other brings to the interaction. They simply try to develop the codes,
conventions, and competencies necessary to
function in that communicative interaction
and achieve their purposes. They thus treat
the divergent languages as a continuum in a

single system, rather than treating each language as constituting a different and separate
system. Through these practice-based interactions and co-construction of inter-subjective
norms, local communities may construct new
codes in the long term. That is, the new temporary achievement of norms will go some way
toward the construction of new contact languages, like pidgins, creoles, and lingua franca
which have the possibility of being shared by
certain communities. However, these hybrid
codes themselves become open for negotiation
when contexts and purposes change and new
sets of interlocutors meet.
To succeed at this kind ofintercultural communication, South Asians must bring a different
orientation to community. Whereas community
in the dominant linguistic tradition is based on
sharedness (i.e., shared language or culture),
South Asians treat community as a group of
people living in a common space. Mainstream
linguistics presumes that speech communities
are homogenous. In contrast, the notion of
shared space accommodates people of diverse
languages and cultures living in the same place.
In this kind of setting, members are always compelled to negotiate their differences in order to
achieve community. Or, to use another metaphor, rather than focusing on a bounded space,
South Asians treat all their social interactions
as occurring in the contact zone. Community,
for them, is experienced in the liminal spaces
between languages and cultures.
Since this form of intercultural communication is practice-based, the focus among
multilingual scholars is now on describing and
formulating the relevant negotiation strategies.
Khubchandani (1997) has discussed some of
these strategies in his work. He has highlighted
the role of two strategies as follows: "synergy
(i.e., putting forth one's own efforts) and serendipity (i.e., accepting the other on his/her own
terms, being open to unexpectedness)." These
strategies help South Asians "develop positive
attitudes to variations in speech (to the extent
of even appropriating deviations as the norm
in the lingua franca), in the process of 'coming
out' from their own language-codes to a neutral
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ground" (94). Synergy involves both interlocutors working to come to a common ground and
managing their different resources to achieve
intelligibility. Serendipity involves being always
open to new codes and conventions. Through
such strategies, multilinguals make "deviations
as the norm"-in other words, any nonsystematic or idiosyncratic usage will be negotiated
into a mutually shared feature for communication.

Firth discovered what is called the "let
it pass" principle. When faced with an
unintelligible utterance, multilinguals
don't let the communication break
down, but proceed with the interaction,
ignoring the unintelligible feature.

Two other features of their interactions
enable South Asians to adopt these strategies:
"the reciprocity of language skills" and "mutuality of focus" (49). The first feature means
that they are able to reciprocate the strategies
employed by their interlocutors to achieve intelligibility. What motivates them to reciprocate is
their mutuality of focus-i.e., they both come
to this encounter because of objectives they
share. Their shared objectives in this communicative interaction motivate them to collaborate
in making this engagement succeed.
Their strategies of communication are also
motivated by certain attitudes they bring to
communication. South Asians regard language
"as a non-autonomous device, communicating
in symphony with other non-linguistic devices;
its full significance can be explicated only from
the imperatives of context and communicative tasks" (40) . In other words, language is an
ecological resource for them. They treat contextual features such as the setting, gestures,
and tone as affordances for intelligibility and
20
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communication. This attitude goes against the
Western/ structuralist orientation of language
as a sui generis system that has the power to
communicate by itself, irrespective of ecological resources. Furthermore, while the Western
modernist tradition prioritizes the rational and
cognitive faculty in producing and interpreting speech, the South Asian practice actively
employs intuition and spirituality in addition
to the body in language communication. As
Khubchandani reminds us: ''Ancient Indian
grammarians talk about the guna (power,
potency) of language ... A message can convey
meaning not merely through its intent in isolation (as indexed in the dictionary) but also
in the context of identity (as when observing
verbal protocol in a formal setting) or through
its effect on the participants (as manipulated
by observers)" (52).
Though we can only guess how South
Asians communicated in precolonial times, we
are now able to empirically study contemporary
contexts of intercultural communication to
identify such strategies. South Asians now adopt
similar strategies to negotiate global English in
everyday communication. In fact, we learn that
the strategies South Asians display might be
shared by other multilingual communities in
Mrica (Makoni 2002) and South America (de
Souza 2002). These strategies lie hidden, if not
suppressed, in mainstream linguistics as the discipline has assumed homogeneity as the norm
for language interactions, following the structuralist and Chomskyan schools. Some of my
colleagues and I study lingua franca interactions
in global English to formulate other negotiation strategies of intercultural communication
in contemporary society.
In one of the earliest studies in this tradition, Firth ( 1996) discovered what is called
the "let it pass" principle. When faced with an
unintelligible utterance, multilinguals don't let
the communication break down, but proceed
with the interaction, ignoring the unintelligible
feature. They may decode the utterance later
from further occurrences in other contexts or
renegotiate it to carry new meaning. Swedish
scholar Planken (2005) finds that multiliguals

_f: t alk" to create "a no-mans) 1an d"
engage m sare
(397) before they negotiate their differences in
English. What safe talk means is self-deprecating
jokes and reflexive statements about one's own
differences. After such talk, both interlocutors
experience reduced inhibitions and increased
solidarity to negotiate their differences. Planken
states, "It would seem that by pointing out and
acknowledging cultural differences, participants
try to create a temporary in-group of (fellow)
non-natives, whose common ground is the fact
that they differ culturally" (397).
German scholar Julianne House (2003)
finds that Asian students in German universities
engage in "parallel monologues" and "demonstrations of solidarity" that help negotiation.
Parallel monologue means that the respondent
begins her response almost anew, repeating the
statement or question of the speaker as she tags
on her response. Demonstration of solidarity
means that when they disagree, Asian students
first show affirmation before they latch on their
disagreeing comments. Though these strategies
may be motivated by the need to save face (which
House interprets as based on Asian culture) , they
also help in intercultural communication. These
strategies build a redundancy into the communication; both parties check their mutuality of
focus before they construct the next turn in the
conversation. Meierkord (2004) suggests that
such strategies can be discerned at the micro-level
of discourse. Multilinguals adopt the strategies
of segmentation (i.e., utterances shortened into
clausal or phrasal segments which form the basic
informational units) and regularization (i.e.,
foregrounding of forms that are explicit) in their
English. Through these strategies, they make the
meaning clear in a language in which both are
not native. There are other strategies from traditional sociolinguistics that are also displayed in
lingua franca communication. Giles (1984) has
introduced the notion of speech accommodation, whereby speakers inch toward each other's
forms and conventions through convergence
strategies. Gumperz (1982) has articulated sociolinguistic strategies such as repair, rephrasing,
clarification, and topic change to resolve potential miscommunication.
0

"

I illustrate below the negotiation strategies
discussed above through a typical interaction
among multilinguals. Firth and Wagner (2007,
808) cite the extract below from a telephone
conversation between a Danish cheese exporter
(H) and an Egyptian importer (A) in English:

1. A: we don't want the order after the cheese is
uh::h blowing
2. H: see, yes
3. A: so I don't know what I can we can do
uh with the order now. (.)What do you think
we should do with this is all blowing Mister
Hansen (0. 7)
4. H: I am not uh (0.7) blowing uh what uh,
what is this uh too big or what?
5. A: No the cheese is bad Mister Hansen (0.4)
it is like (.) fermenting in the customs cool
rooms
6. H: ah it's gone off
7. A: yes, it's gone off
Initially, in turn 2, H adopts the "let it pass"
principle to proceed with the conversation
though it becomes clear later (in 4) that he
doesn't understand "blowing." I am told by
native speaker scholars (Rod Ellis, personal
communication) that "blown cheese" refers to
over-fermented cheese; however, the term is
rarely used in the progressive, as "blowing." H
has to ask for a clarification as A forces him to
make a decision about the transaction (in 3).
H 's shipment might get cancelled. Even here, H
is supportive as he himself offers an interpretation ("too big") to negotiate the meaning. The
rephrasing A then provides in 5 (i.e., "bad" and
"fermenting") helps both to focus better on the
meaning. At this point (in 6), H offers another
substitute for "blowing"-i.e., "gone off." A
displays uptake in 7. Though "gone off'' is not
as precise and technical as "blown cheese," this
is the co-constructed term that both will use
for this notion hereafter. It is clear throughout
that both A and H are focused on the functions they are here to achieve-i.e., the business
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transaction-not on making grammaticality
judgments. They negotiate their meaning without regard to what native speakers may use in
these contexts. Though their sentences are not
constructed grammatically and their lexical
items are used with idiosyncratic meaning, they
achieve their social purposes through English.
More importantly, we see that language use and
language learning take place together. As A and
H negotiate their social functions through language, they also explore the semantic range of
the words they are using and learn new words
that suit their purposes. Thus they reconstruct
words and meanings in their own terms and
appropriate English language to serve their
interests.

Implications for Cosmopolitanism

T

o bring out the unique ways in which
South Asians and multilinguals negotiate
differences, we must compare the model
of intercultural relations we see above with
the models of cosmopolitanism articulated by
other contemporary scholars. Appiah (2006)
considers different possibilities for what would
enable cross-cultural encounters. At one point
he observes, "The point of entry to cross cultural conversations are things that are shared
by those who are in the conversation. They do
not need to be universal; all they need to be
is what these people have in common. Once
we have found enough we share, there is the
further possibility that we will be able to enjoy
discovering things we do not yet share" (97).
Appiah's approach is pragmatic; however, it
is often difficult to discover sharedness in the
environment of radical multilingualism and
multiculturalism that we find in contemporary
encounters. More importantly, although the
incidental discovery of features that are common is welcomed by participants, it can be
problematic if they go into an interaction with
that expectation. If their expectation is not
fulfilled, some may turn back from that interaction and fail to make an effort to negotiate
their differences. An expectation of sharedness
might also lead one group to impose its values
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and conventions on others. It is for this reason
that South Asians don't enter an encounter with
an expectation of sharedness. They go ready to
negotiate their differences through strategies
and practices. The only thing shared for South
Asians are social goals and objectives.
What Appiah offers in another context
comes close to the model developed in this
article:
[I] n the beginning is the deed: practices
and not principles are what enable us
to live together in peace. Conversations
across boundaries of identity... begin
with the sort of imaginative engagement you get when you read a novel or
watch a movie or attend to a work of
art that speaks from some place other
than your own ... I stress the role of the
imagination here because the encounters, properly conducted, are valuable
in themselves. Conversation doesn't
have to lead to consensus about anything, especially not values; it's enough
that it helps people get used to one
another. (85)
Indeed, practices enable us to negotiate differences effectively. Searching for commonalities in
principles will either disappoint us or lead us to
impose our own principles on others. However,
South Asians won't limit this kind of encounter
only to imaginative purposes as Appiah does. As
we found earlier, even business transactions can
work well on the basis of negotiation strategies
and communicative practices. Furthermore, the
interactions are not necessarily ends in themselves, and they often do lead to consensus. In
multilingual encounters interlocutors do achieve
a lot together. In addition to accomplishing their
objectives, they also construct hybrid codes that
merge their differences, at least temporarily.
There is a secret behind achieving intercultural
understanding incidentally (or as a byproduct)
when interlocutors focus more on their transactional goals. Focusing on cultural understanding
as an end in itself can foreground differences and
make people intransigent.

Another model of intercultural relations
that is relevant to the South Asian practice is
the contact zones perspective of Mary Louise
Pratt (1991). Pratt defines contact zones as:
"social spaces where cultures meet, clash, and
grapple with each other, often in contexts of
highly asymmetrical relations of power, such
as colonialism, slavery, or their aftermaths as
they are lived out in many parts of the world
today" (34). When Pratt describes the liminal spaces valuable for explaining South Asian
community encounters, she uses strikingly violent images to describe these interactions (i.e.,
clash, grapple, asymmetrical, etc.). Of course,
Pratt is focusing on contexts of colonization
and slavery that involve such violent encounters, but all cross-cultural encounters don't have
to involve such stress or force. The South Asian
multilingual model is predicated on solidarity
and consensus. Differences can be negotiated
peacefully and collaboratively when interlocutors are focused on shared goals and conduct
their interaction based on practices rather than
on principles. It is perhaps because Pratt sees
these encounters as stressful that she articulates
a place for safe houses, which she defines as
"social and intellectual spaces where groups can
constitute themselves as horizontal, homogeneous, sovereign communities with high degrees
of trust, shared understandings, and temporary
protection from legacies of oppression" (40). It
appears as if community is assumed as homogeneous and sovereign in Pratt's model; however,
in South Asia, community resides in the contact zone.
Yet, Pratt's focus on power remains valuable. Power is not accentuated in South Asian
descriptions of conversational interaction,
because for many centuries vernacular languages
existed only in spoken form, not written. They
all had relatively equal status in their own local
domains. The written language, which enjoyed
power, was Sanskrit. Pollock (2006) argues that
the cosmopolitanism of Sanskrit was different
from the power exerted by Latin or English.
The latter imposed themselves on other communities through military might or political
force. Sanskrit existed on a parallel plane to

that of the vernaculars but as the universally
accepted written language. Other communities
used Sanskrit if and when they wanted to write.
Around the sixth century AD, the vernaculars
developed a written medium when they began
to mix Sanskrit into their own literary, political, or religious literature. This unique form

The South Asian multilingual
model is predicated on solidarity
and consensus. Differences can
be negotiated peacefully and
collaboratively when interlocutors are
focused on shared goals and conduct
their interaction based on practices
rather than principles.
of writing, known as manipralava in South
India (see Pollock 2006, 323), is a linguistically
hybrid form. This strategy of negotiation in literacy was not unlike the one we see above in
conversational interactions. Local communities
merged their codes, made the dominant code
impure, and democratized the literate system.
Enter Imperial Cosmopolitanism
have brought out the commendable features
of precolonial modes of intercultural communication in South Asia to guide cosmopolitanism in contemporary times. However,
one may point out that South Asia displays
anything but cultural harmony today. It is one
of the most factious regions in the world. How
do we explain this inconsistency?
To answer this question, we have to ponder
the implications of Western European colonization since the sixteenth century. South Asian
scholars have pointed out that colonization had
dire implications for language and social life
in the region. Mohan (1992) documents how

I
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unitary constructs of linguistic identity and
speech community were put to use in colonies
to categorize people for purposes of taxation,
administrative convenience, and political control. The stock question in the censuses about
one's native or mother tongue is confusing for
locals when their mother speaks one language,
their father another, and the family a third for
domestic communication. In fact, the mother
herself may have grown up with that same level
of multilingualism during her own childhood,
making the "mother tongue" even more plural.
For people who grow up with multiple languages in their everyday life, unitary notions of
identity are reductive. Worse still, these notions
of identity and community began to reproduce social life in the region. As Khubchandani
(1997) observes: "Until as recently as four or
five decades ago, one's language group was not
generally considered as a very important criterion for sharply distinguishing oneself from
others.... Following Independence, language
consciousness has grown, and loyalties based
on language-identity have acquired political
salience" (Khubchandani 1997, 92).
We have to grapple with the fact that
colonization imposed another notion of cosmopolitanism in the region. We can analyze
Macaulay's Minutes (1835) as an example of
what I would label Imperial Cosmopolitanism.
Macaulay's project is to prove that English is
the intellectually superior language for native
education and social progress. He also claims
that English is an emerging global language,
spoken in other colonies, thus facilitating contact with diverse communities. He goes on to
argue for the intrinsic superiority of English in
relation to the local lingua francas, Sanskrit and
Arabic:
Whoever knows that language [English]
has ready access to all the vast intellectual wealth which all the wisest nations
of the earth have created and hoarded
in the course of ninety generations. It
may safely be said that the literature
now extant in that language is of greater
value than all the literature which three
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hundred years ago was extant in all
the languages of the world together.
(Macaulay 2007, 472)
The rationale of Macaulay's argument, that
one language has to be chosen for education in
India and for interaction with other communities, is a logic alien to South Asia. Furthermore,
Macaulay treats languages as intrinsically
endowed with knowledge. In South Asian
communities, language helps co-construct
knowledge in intercultural encounters. The
idea that the superior language has to be chosen as the vehicle for learning is also new to
South Asia. As we saw above, South Asians
negotiate between languages and treat them as
having equal status.
The promotion of English is also motivated
by the benefits for colonial rule. Macaulay goes
on to articulate the function of English in South
Asia as follows:
We must at present do our best to form
a class who may be interpreters between
us and the millions whom we governa class of persons Indian in blood and
colour, but English in taste, in opinions,
and in intellect. To that class we may
leave it to refine the vernacular dialects
of the country, to enrich those dialects
with terms of science borrowed from the
Western nomenclature, and to render
them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the
population. (Macaulay 2007, 474)
English is a vehicle not only for intercommunity
relations outside South Asia but also for inside
with the British. It is clear that the colonialists
will not stoop to learn the languages of the locals,
but expect the natives to use their language to
speak to them or speak through local translators. This is a far cry from the local practice of
negotiating between different languages one to
one, on equal terms, in a direct manner.
Furthermore, it is clear that English is
expected to change the values, worldview,
and knowledge traditions of the locals. This

orientation of imposing one's language and
culture on others is also inimical to South
Asia. Interlocutors co-construct hybrid codes
and cultures. The colonialists don't want to
go through the humbling and collaborative
experience of negotiating languages and
cultures. They desire a communicative practice
where they are in control. They engage in intercommunity relations on their own terms. From
such assumptions and expectations, English
emerged as the cosmopolitan language in this
region and elsewhere. In addition to establishing
a hierarchy of languages, with English superior
to the local languages, Macaulay expects that the
English-educated locals will refine the vernacular
along the values of English. This one-sided
hybridization-i.e., the vernacular transformed
by English and not vice versa-is also alien to
the local practice. Ironically, the locals went on
to appropriate English anyway, and we now
have nativized varieties of English such as Indian
English or Sri Lankan English, which serves as
a testament to the local intercultural practice
of appropriating and hybridizing languages
through negotiation strategies.

From Imperial to Dialogical Cosmopolitanism
he differences between the colonialist orientation toward language relationships
and those of the South Asians should be
clear. I will label the South Asian model dialogi-

T

cal cosmopolitanism. It contrasts with the model
of cosmopolitanism introduced by Britain-i.e.,
uniting the world through their own language
and becoming global citizens through the power
of a single language. Though dialogical cosmopolitanism has been used by scholars of the Latin
American tradition, such as Mandieta (2007), I
use the label here to capture the features unique
to South Asian cosmopolitanism. While there
are similarities between the diverse multilingual
and postcolonial cosmopolitan traditions, the
articulation of the South Asian model in this
article should aid a comparison of these models.
The differences between imperial and dialogical cosmopolitanism are reflected in their
orientations toward language and communicative practices. Imperial cosmopolitanism is
influenced by orientations to language promoted
by modernity, a movement that coincided with
colonization. The values informing South Asian
language practices are, on the other hand, premodern, but, in an interesting way, they also
anticipate many of the developments in language
practices in anti-Enlightenment or postmodern
orientations. Table 1 summarizes the language
practices in the contrasting models of cosmopolitanism. Though I haven't introduced the features
of modernist linguistics in detail in the preceding discussion, their features are well known.
My argument is that the values promoted
by modernist linguistics lead to imperial cosmopolitanism, while the values undergirding

Table 1
Imperial cosmopolitanism
predefined grammar
formal competence
individual enterprise
cognitive mastery
rules of correctness
homogeneous speech community
native speaker norms
rational process
form as resource
closed models
systematized constructs

Dialogical cosmopolitanism
emergent grammar
everyday performance
social practice
contextual adaptation
strategies of negotiation
contact zone
multilingual appropriation
multisensory practice
environment as affordance
open models
mixed constructs
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anti-modernist linguistics facilitate dialogical
cosmopolitanism. For example, the assumption
that language comes ready-made with a preconstructed grammar and a focus on grammatical
correctness prevents openness to ways in which
grammar may be appropriated and hybridized
by multilingual speakers as they collaborate on
performing their social functions. Furthermore,
the idea that competence is individual puts the
onus of intelligibility on the speaker/user and
prevents all parties from negotiating on equal
terms to co-achieve meaning. The assumption
that all speakers should approximate nativespeaker norms prevents non-native speakers
of English from negotiating language on equal
terms with others and appropriating the language
according to their own values and needs. Also,
the treatment of language as a rational medium
with form (grammar) treated as the main carrier
of meaning prevents interlocutors from being
responsive to ecological resources as available
means to negotiate language. Finally, the drive to
construct models that treat language as a separate, self-contained, sui generis, and static system
prevents speakers from being open to accepting
the hybrid codes that evolve out oflanguage contact situations, systems that keep reconstituting
themselves in the changing contexts of contact.
Let me now formulate the features of dialogical cosmopolitanism emerging from the
language practices we see in South Asia:
•

Negotiate on equal terms

•

Start from your positionality

•

Focus on practices, not content;
process, not product

•

Co-construct norms for engagement

•

Jointly accomplish goals

•

Be open to critical reflection and reconstruction of values as much as you are
willing to share

•

Embrace hybrid outcomes

Dialogical cosmopolitanism is always open
to negotiation and never assumes the pre26
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existence of shared values. Sharedness is
achieved. The negotiation is based on a
respect for each other's norms and values. No
attempt is made to impose one's own norms
on the interaction or to resort to finding a
neutral norm that does not belong to either
party. Both parties adopt the idiosyncrasies
and peculiarities they bring with them as the
starting point of their interaction. Thus, the
negotiation starts from the full context of
one's own social positionality. This is not a
negotiation that starts from nowhere; instead,
it is rooted in one's background and context.
Communication works because the parties
do not focus on values or norms (whether
cultural or communicative) but on practices
that enable them to achieve their shared goals
behind the interaction. While values and
norms may turn out to be divisive, practices
and negotiation strategies keep the parties
open to joint accomplishment of their goals.
In the process of adopting the negotiation
strategies, both parties co-construct the
norms and conventions that will guide their
interaction. An attitude of solidarity guides
their interaction, as the interlocutors realize
that refusal to negotiate will impoverish both
of them and defeat the goals and outcomes that
brought them together to this interaction in
the first place. The interaction provides a nonthreatening opportunity to share one's own
values and practices with the other, as much as
it provides an opportunity to reflect critically
on one's own values by benefiting from the
encounter with the other. As much as the final
shape of the intended goals will be negotiated
and co-constructed, the interlocutors may
themselves leave with changed perspectives
and values as informed by the peculiarity of
the other.

Implications for Christianity

W

hile I have developed this model of
dialogical cosmopolitanism from the
perspectives of language and culture
in South Asia, it is important to ask how this
model relates to the Christian faith. Let me

focus on a moment in church history to explore
the connections.
I am fascinated by the early experience of
cosmopolitanizing the church. The terms of
engagement with the Gentiles, as members of
the early church struggled to accommodate
non-Jews, clearly show stresses in negotiation.
We learn in Galatians 2: 11-14 that Peter and
Barnabas struggle to find their footing. Peter
initially had eaten with the Gentiles in Antioch
bur distances himself from them when Jews
from Jerusalem arrive on the scene. And this
vacillation occurs after the whole church had
mer in Jerusalem and decided to accept Gentiles
into the faith. However, the early church makes
remarkable progress in practicing a dialogical
cosmopolitanism. Consider the terms in which
Gentiles are accepted into the church. As the
interaction with Gentiles increases, the terms of
acceptance are revised. Initially, in Acts 15:2229, the apostle had agreed to drop the insistence
on circumcision and only advise that Gentiles
abstain from the pollutions of idols, from fornication, from what is strangled, and from blood.
In Galatians 2:1-10, even these requirements
are overlooked. Paul's expectation is that the
Gentiles would contribute to the poor in the
church. In I Corinthians 10:18-29 Paul goes
even further to argue that one might eat food
sacrificed to idols for the sake of the weaker
brother. Achieving a shared faith involves sacrifices and accommodations.
What we further see through this dialogical
encounter is the deepening of the understanding
of faith in relation to works, and grace in relation
to rituals, among the Jews themselves. If Jews
developed a different attitude toward Gentile
traditions, they also developed a critical selfreflection and reinterpretation of many of their
own customs. In Romans 4:9-12, Paul reinterprets the role of faith in the life of Abraham and
others in the Old Testament. In other epistles he
goes on to reinterpret circumcision as the circumcision of the heart rather than of the flesh.
In all these discourses the reinterpretation occurs
in the context of accommodating Gentiles into
the church. In dialogical fashion the encounter
leads to changes in both parties.

This style of dialogical engagement is not
restricted to the early church. Christ himself
engages with others in this form. In his encounter with the Cyro-Phoenician woman (Mark
7 :24-30), he allows himself to be persuaded and
changes his footing. Though he initially defines
his mission as restricted to his chosen people,
he gives in to her plea to cure her daughter, persuaded by her argument. Perhaps some might
consider this an outcome already anticipated
by Christ, the hesitation designed to test the
woman's faith. However, I like to consider this
as an existential encounter in which Christ's
position is negotiated actively during the interaction. The picture I get of the Gospel is one
that is evolving in time and place. Referring
specifically to the encounter with Gentiles, Paul
argues in Ephesians 3:8-12:
Unto me, who am less than the least
of all saints, was this grace given, to
preach unto the Gentiles the unsearchable riches of Christ; and to make all
men see what is the dispensation of the
mystery which for ages hath been hid in
God who created all things; to the intent
that now unto the principalities and the
powers in the heavenly places might be
made known through the church the
manifold wisdom of God, according to
the eternal purpose which he purposed
in Christ Jesus our Lord: in whom we
have boldness and access in confidence
through our faith in him.
Paul reminds us that the acceptance of Gentiles
into the church is a mystery which God chose
to reveal gradually in later times. Even the
principalities and power of the heavenly places
realize the plan of God only later, through the
engagements and struggles of the church. Many
evangelical Christians might be comfortable
with the idea that God's plan is temporal, as
long as it can be shown that this idea is found
within the body of Scripture. What is challenging is to realize that revelation goes on even
now as we engage with people of other faiths
and ideologies. Although I will always start my
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engagement with others from an evangelical
standpoint, I am also open to having my faith
critiqued and deepened through my encounter
with others. After all, we know that God has
often used Gentile kings to punish his chosen
people and bring them to reason and faith in
the Old Testament.
It appears to me that while we have a well
developed theology of content (i.e., faith), we
do not have a nuanced perspective on a theology of practices. Consider what it means for
God to choose his people through which he
will reveal his plan to humanity but also to
sustain the whole of humanity irrespective of
one's faith: "for he maketh his sun to rise on
the evil and the good, and sendeth rain on the
just and the unjust" (Matthew 5:45). It appears
that God adopts a distinction between content and practice in exercising his sovereignty.
Though revelation is reserved to his chosen
people, he continues to sustain everyone at the
level of practice. Nor is this a practice without love. What does it mean to express one's
agape love even to those who don't deserve
it? In other words, there is a tension in the
scripture between holding an exclusivist faith
and an inclusive human community, shared
through our common image of God. A way to
resolve this tension is to adopt faith as the basis
of the church but also to adopt practices for
engagement with others. Though we are not of
the world, we are in the world, and we have
responsibilities and obligations to others.
But does this mean that practices are free
of theology or values? Practices function at a
meta-community and meta-cultural level. They
do have the advantage of helping us negotiate
cultural and community differences by rising
above intra-community biases and preferences.
Practices are reciprocal, relational, and pliable;
they help negotiate inter-community relations.
They help us sidestep differences in theology
and culture as we engage with others. However,
practices are also informed by values and
ideologies. Nothing is value free. I see the
practices of God and Christians in the world
as motivated by love. Similarly, the practices of
multilinguals are motivated by solidarity and
28
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consensus-orientation. It is not surprising that
we find practices motivated by love and solidarity
among non-Christians. They derive from our
common image of God. Having said that, we
have to admit that there are inter-community
practices motivated by selfishness and power
seeking (i.e., imperial cosmopolitanism) that
Christians need to challenge.
I must also clarify the point that the more
effective cultural negotiations occur when
people come together to achieve transactional
goals. These shared goals can be material
or non-material. In some cases, people
come together in market places for material
objectives. In other cases, there are objectives
that involve cultural understanding, aesthetic
pleasure, or spiritual search. Whatever it is, a
shared goal keeps the interlocutors negotiating
their differences constructively in order to
achieve their expectations from that encounter.
However, the treatment ofcultural or theological
understanding as an end in itself is problematic.
If two people get together and say, "Let's sit down
and debate whose faith is superior," I think this
will lead to a pointless, if not dysfunctional,
exercise. But if one says: "I am going through
a dark period in my life, and I would like to
get your advice," this is a transactional goal and
can lead to a dialogical theological engagement.
By the same token, if someone is talking to
another only with the intention of converting
that person (without relating to the real human
needs the other person has), there is nothing
shared or transactional about this encounter.
This leads only to imperial cosmopolitanism.
This is not to deny that there are conversion
experiences that are dialogical when they are
motivated by the right attitude and context.

T

o some extent, the articulation of my
position on cosmopolitanism in this
article has itself been dialogical. I have
drawn from my South Asian, multilingual,
and postcolonial backgrounds to engage with
the scriptures as an evangelical. As a scholar,
I am happy to negotiate with other scholars
from different belief systems on common projects of intellectual inquiry or social change.

Though I start from my position as a South
Asian evangelical, I am open to learning from
my engagement with others, critiquing my
positions, and moving to more hybridized and
richer positions. I want to have the humility
to let God speak through the social encounters
he has arranged for me. To think that I have
nothing more to learn is to be proud. To fear
that open engagement with others will damage
my faith is to underestimate God's power and
sovereignty. My faith and social positions do
influence my teaching practice. As an instructor of English, I strive to teach students negotiation strategies that will enable them to engage
with others of different languages and cultures.
I remind Anglo-American students that rather
than resting on their status as native speakers,
they should treat English as a language commonly owned by diverse people around the
world, with whom they have to negotiate on
equal terms. I encourage both native and nonnative students to shift their perspectives from
correctness to contextual negotiation; from
mastery of a single code to developing a repertoire; from individual achievement to social
collaboration; from treating their first language
or culture as problems to treating them as
resources; and from being product-focused to
being process-orientated in their negotiation of
diverse languages and cultures. f
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READING CHESTERTON'S ST. FRANCIS
His apostrophe to the birds as little sisters,
and the winter woods where he'd walk alone
without possessions or weapons to defend them.
When he was going blind, having seen the seraph,
he addressed the red-hot iron
which would cauterize his living eyeballli

Brother fire, be courteous with me.

I!

He made images in the snow and laid down in them,
crying out these would suffice for a wife and family.
On the night that he and Clare broke bread and spoke
of the bread of love, the trees blazed with a flame
that fed on nothing, setting the very air on fire.
He was a child in the dark house of his century,
lifting its doom, the way a child grows up unconscious
of tragedy around him, reckless with thanksgiving.

I!

li

Christine Perrin

li
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Building Faith Neighbors
Church Colleges and Muslim Communities
Amir Hussain

I

AM FROM A QUIET, SLEEPY LITTLE TOWN, EL

Pueblo de Nuestra Sefwra la Reina de los
Angeles del Rio de Porciuncula (or for those
of you, like me, who don't speak Spanish, the
Town of Our Lady, the Queen of the Angels,
on the River Porciuncula). This town is sometimes known as Los Angeles. Today, it is at once
the largest Catholic archdiocese in the United
States and the most religiously diverse city in the
world. For the last dozen years, it has informed
my thinking about cosmopolitanism and one of
its concomitants, comparative religion.
I am a faith neighbor to you both geographically and religiously. Geographically,
I grew up in Ontario, and spent summers
working with my dad on the assembly line
at the Ford Truck Plant in Oakville, building
F-series pickups. Religiously, I'm your interfaith neighbor, a Muslim.
As I said, I am from Los Angeles, so let me
talk a little more about, well, me! I do this not
to be self-indulgent. I am from Los Angeles,
and people from Los Angeles tend toward selfindulgence. My example is illustrative of how a
number of non-Christian students come almost
by accident to the study of religion and theology.
Some of you may be wondering how a working
class Muslim boy from Toronto (the most cosmopolitan city in the world, according to the
United Nations) ends up a professor of theology
at a Catholic university in Los Angeles.
It was through the study ofEnglish literature,
specifically the works of William Shakespeare
and the visionary artist William Blake, that I
first became attracted to the study of religion.

You could not, for example, understand Blake's
poetry or art without understanding the symbolic world that he had created, which in turn
was deeply influenced by the Bible. At the
University ofToronto, I was fortunate to be able
to learn about Blake from Professors Northrop
Frye and Jerry Bentley. They taught me to value
the power of stories, which after all is what we
do in the university. Ted Chamberlin is another
English professor at the University of Toronto.
He retired last year. When asked what we do
as university professors, Ted says, "It is simple.
We tell stories. We call the old stories teaching and the new stories research." In trying to
understand Western stories, what Professor Frye
called in one of his course titles "the mythological framework of western culture," I had to learn
about the Bible. In doing so, I realized that I also
needed to learn more about my own Muslim
religious tradition.
At the university, I had the extraordinary privilege of being mentored by Wilfred
Cantwell Smith, the greatest Canadian scholar
of religion in the twentieth century. He founded
and directed the Institute of Islamic Studies at
McGill University in Montreal in 1951, before
moving to Harvard in 1964, where for two
decades he directed the Center for the Study of
World Religions. He and his wife then moved
back to their native Toronto where they lived
until his death in 2000. One ofWilfred's most
important books was 1981's Toward a World
Theology. The subtitle of the book reflected his
life-long work, "Faith and the Comparative
History of Religion." He argued that our various
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religious traditions were best understood. when
taken together, or to use his words,
that their several histories, individually
already complex, can be understood,
and indeed can be understood better,
and in the end can be understood only,
in terms of each other: as strands in a
still more complex whole. What they
have in common is that the history of
each has been what it has been in significant part because the history of the
others has been what it has been. This
truth is newly discovered; yet truth it
is, truth it has throughout been. Things
proceeded in this interrelated way for
many centuries without humanity's
being aware of it; certainly not fully
aware of it. A new, and itself interconnected, development is that currently
humankind is becoming aware of it, in
various communities. (Smith 6)
To show the deep connections in our religious
history, Professor Smith began the book with
the story of Leo Tolstoy's "conversion" from a
worldly life to a life of ascetic service as told in
his Confession written in 1879 and published in
1884. The story that converted Tolstoy was the
story of Barlaam (the hermit) and Josaphat (the
Indian prince). In this story, Josaphat is converted from a life of worldly power to the search
for moral and spiritual truths by Barlaam, a Sinai
desert monk. Tolstoy learned the story from the
Russian Orthodox Church; however, it was not a
Russian story, as the Russian Church got it from
the Byzantine Church. But it was not a Byzantine
story either, as it came to the Byzantine Church
from the Muslims. But the story did not originate with Muslims, as Muslims in Central Asia
learned it from Manichees. And finally, it was not
a Manichean story, as the Manichees got it from
Buddhists. The tale ofBarlaam andJosaphat is in
fact a story of the Buddha. Bodhisattva becomes
"Bodasaf" in Manichee, "Josaphat" in later tellings of the tale.
Wilfred's genius was not in simply pointing to the story's history but in showing how it
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moved forward in time. Those who know Tolstoy
know that he influenced a young Indian lawyer,
Mahatma Gandhi, who founded Tolstoy Farm in
Durban in 1910. Those who know Gandhi know
that the story does not end with him. Gandhi
was an influence on a young African American
minister, the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr.
The story shows that we are connected to each
other, both forwards and backwards in time.

W

e are neighbors to each other. That is
a very important metaphor. Again,
I think of Wilfred. Someone asked
Wilfred, "Professor Smith, are you Christian?"
If the question had been ''Are you a Christian?"
the answer would have been a very simple "yes."
Instead, Wilfred did what he always did when
asked a question. He paused, repeated the question, and thought about his answer. ''Am I
Christian?" he said. "Maybe, I was, last week.
On a Tuesday. At lunch. For about an hour. But
if you really want to know, ask my neighbor."
Our neighborliness, our connections and dialogue, are closely related to what has become a key
characteristic of Western society: pluralism. But
let me be dear about what I mean by the word.
First, pluralism is not the same thing as diversity.
People from different religions and ethnic backgrounds may be present in one place, but unless
they are involved in a constructive engagement
with one another, there is no pluralism. In other
words, pluralism is the positive value we place
on diversity. Second, the goal ..-..£pluralism is not
simply tolerance of the other but rather an active
attempt to arrive at an understanding. One can,
for example, tolerate a neighbor about whom one
remains thoroughly ignorant. Third, pluralism is
not the same thing as relativism. Far from simply ignoring the profound differences among and
within religious traditions, pluralism is committed to engaging the very differences we have in
order to gain a deeper sense of each other's commitments. And it is important to note that this
pluralism and dialogue are happening around the
Muslim world, not just in North America.
In 2007, a number of Muslim scholars, clerics, and intellectuals based out ofJordan issued a
call to Christian leaders with the publication of

the document A Common Word Between Us and
You. That document calls Christians and Muslims
into dialogue based on the two great commandments in each tradition (found for example in
Mark 12:28-32), love of God and love of one's
neighbor. In 2008, Saudi Arabia sponsored conferences on dialogue for Muslims in Mecca,
and for Muslims and non-Muslims together in
Madrid. In January 2009, I was one of a dozen
Muslim scholars from the US and the UK invited
to a conference at Al-Azhar University in Cairo
on existing bridges of dialogue between the most
important university in the Sunni Muslim world
and the West. That conference also had Jewish
and Christian participants.
Interfaith dialogue, I would argue, is at the
heart of the Christian message. I could cite my
favorite Gospel passage, the parable of the Great
Banquet in Matthew 25, but you are probably
quite familiar with that story.
Instead, let me take a story from my
favorite Gospel, Mark, the earliest Gospel.
As a Muslim, I read it each year to help me
become more familiar with Jesus, an important
prophet for Muslims. How many are familiar
with the story of the Syro-Phonecian woman
in Mark's Gospel (7:24-30)? Those seven short
lines vexed me from the time I read them as a
graduate student:
From there He Qesus] arose and went to
the region of Tyre and Sidon. And He
entered a house and wanted no one to
know it, but He could not be hidden. For
a woman whose young daughter had an
unclean spirit heard about Him, and she
came and fell at His feet. The woman was
a Greek, a Syro-Phoenician by birth, and
she kept asking Him to cast the demon
out of her daughter. But Jesus said to
her, "Let the children be filled first, for
it is not good to take the children's bread
and throw it to the little dogs." And she
answered and said to Him, "Yes, Lord,
yet even the little dogs under the table
eat from the children's crumbs." Then
He said to her, "For this saying go your
way; the demon has gone out of your

daughter." And when she had come to
her house, she found the demon gone
out, and her daughter lying on the bed.
My problem with the story was that this didn't
seem to be a gentle and loving Jesus. In the story,
he is tired, and so he goes to the coastal regions
ofTyre and Sidon. I can relate to that, as staring
at the water is a nice way to rid yourself of your
worries. The woman asks not for help for herself

People from different religions
and ethnic backgrounds may be
present in one place, but unless
they are involved in a constructive
engagement with one another, there
is no pluralism. In other words,
pluralism is the positive value
we place on diversity.

but for her daughter. She is in a triple category of
being "othered"; she is a woman, a foreigner, and
a non-Jew. Jesus comes not for her or her kind
but for the chosen, the children.
The only way I could make sense of this was
through one of my teachers at the University of
Toronto, the Mennonite scholar Bill Klassen.
This passage reflects Jesus as God with a twinkle
in his eye, who knows what the woman knows,
knows what she is going to be able to say.
However, I learned from Fr. Elias Mallon a
different interpretation. We read this as docetics,
who think of Jesus only in his divine nature. We
forget the humanity of Jesus. What if we heard
this as Jesus learning his role from the foreign,
non-Jewish woman? That it is the woman who
teaches Jesus. That he is come for all, not just
for the chosen. Or to echo a song by Canadian
singer, Bruce Cockburn, 1991's "Cry of a Tiny
Babe," written in my hometown, Toronto:
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There are others who know about this
miracle birth
The humblest of people catch a glimpse
of their worth
For it isn't to the palace that the Christ
child comes
But to shepherds and street people,
hookers and bums
And the message is clear if you have ears
to hear
That forgiveness is given for your guilt
and your fear.
o, how do we make connections with
our Muslim neighbors? First we need to
learn their stories, their histories, which
of course are woven into our histories. Many
North Americans are surprised to learn that
Muslims have a long history on their continent.
Historians estimate that between 10 and 20 percent of the slaves who came from West Africa
were Muslim. The connection between Islamic
civilization and the Americas, however, begins
even earlier. When Christopher Columbus set
sail for what he believed would be India, he recognized that the people there might not speak
his language or the Castilian of his royal patrons.
So he brought with him someone who could
speak the language of the "other" civilization:
Arabic. Luis de Torres was a converso, a Jew who
was forced to convert to Christianity during the
period in Spain known as the Reconquista, when
the Roman Catholic Church purged Spain of its
intertwined Islamic and Jewish heritage. Because
of his heritage, Torres knew Arabic. Arabic was
a language that Thomas Jefferson began learning in the 1770s, after he purchased a translation
of the Qur'an in 1765. It was this Qur'an that
Keith Ellison used when he was sworn in as the
first Muslim member of Congress in 2007.
The first Muslim immigrants to North
America, other than slaves, came from the
Ottoman Empire in the late nineteenth century and the first half of the twentieth century.
Many were itinerants who came to make money
and return to their countries of origin. Some,
however, were farmers and settled permanently.
Mosques sprung up in 1915 (Maine), 1919

S
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(Connecticut), 1928 (New York), and 1937
(North Dakota) . From the time of the slave
trade, there has been a consciousness about Islam
in African American communities. Moreover,
beginning with early missionary work in the
nineteenth century and continuing in the 1920s,
there was a specific attempt to introduce and convert African Americans to Islam. Groups such as
the Moorish Science Temple and the Nation of
Islam exclusively targeted African Americans.
When Warith Deen Muhammad took over the
leadership of the Nation oflslam from his father
in 1975, he brought the majority of his followers into Sunni orthodoxy. Today, the majority of
African American Muslims are Sunni Muslims.
In the late nineteenth century, the first
Muslims came to Canada as Arab merchants
who often landed in the east but wandered to
the frontier selling goods to remote farms in the
west, and fur traders in the north. This early
population was small, with the first Canadian
census of 1871 listing thirteen Muslims. The
first established Muslim settlement was in Lac
La Biche in northern Alberta. The descendants
of those settlers helped build the first Canadian
mosque, the Al-Rashid Mosque in Edmonton
in 1938. Today this mosque is recognised as a
Canadian heritage site.
In the last half century, the Muslim population of the United States has increased
dramatically through immigration, strong birth
rates, and conversion. The Immigration and
Nationality Act of 1965 allowed many more
Muslims to immigrate than were allowed under
the earlier quota system. Since the 1950s, the US
census has not asked about religious affiliation, so
there is less certainty about the size of its Muslim
population. There are estimates as low as two million people and as high as ten million. My own
research of America's immigration patterns, birth
rates, and conversion rates-similar to those of
Canada-leads me to conclude that both of these
estimates are extreme. Instead, I and many other
researchers estimate that there are between seven
and eight million American Muslims.
Muslims are a very old community in the US,
but a very new one when it comes to building
institutions. As a child growing up in Toronto, I

had very few Muslim role models. The ones that
were most important to me were two Mrican
American athletes, Kareem Abdul Jabbar and
the Greatest, Muhammad Ali. These days, for
young North American Muslims, their Muslim
heroes continue to be Mrican American athletes,
but also entertainers such as Dave Chapelle and
rappers such as Mos De£ The connection is with
other North Americans, particularly Mrican
Americans, who have long experiences of discrimination and racism that many American
immigrant Muslims face.

.4fi*" -

One opportunity that interfaith dialogue
brings is increased cooperation and understanding. We can do this at the international or
national level with our churches and mosques.
Since 1980, the National Christian Muslim
Liaison Committee has existed as an official
vehicle of dialogue. Led by the United Church
of Canada, there have been a number of conferences and workshops on interfaith dialogue.
Several useful resources have been produced as
a result of these workshops. In 2004, the United
Church published a study document entitled
That ~May Know Each Other: United ChurchMuslim Relations Today. The subtitle of the
document was indicative of its goal: "Toward
a United Church of Canada understanding of
the relationship between Christianity and Islam
in the Canadian context." That document was
circulated to various Muslim groups before it
was publicly released. This interfaith work also
involves the attendance of non-Muslims at
Muslim rituals and celebrations and the attendance of Muslims at non-Muslim religious

ceremonies. The result is an "Islam" that influences and in turn is influenced by the other
traditions with which it comes into contact. As
a result of the interfaith dialogue in a city such
as Los Angeles, many non-Muslims are aware of
some of the basic elements of Islam.

W

hat can we do at the institutional
level? We can partner with individual mosques or Islamic centers. The
Muslim Christian Consultative Group in Los
Angeles has a new program, Standing Together,
which pairs churches and mosques. We can welcome Muslim students into our Christian colleges. American Muslims are an American success story, equal in wealth and higher education
to non-Muslims. Newsweek did a cover story a
few years ago on Islam in America, highlighting
a 2007 survey by the Pew Forum on Religion
and Public Life which found that 26 percent
of American Muslims had household incomes
above $75,000 (as compared to 28 percent of
non-Muslims) and 24 percent of American
Muslims had graduated from university or done
graduate studies as compared to 25 percent of
non-Muslims ("The American Face of Islam").
That Pew survey of American Muslims found
that: "The first-ever, nationwide, random sample
survey of Muslim Americans finds them to be
largely assimilated, happy with their lives, and
moderate with respect to many of the issues that
have divided Muslims and Westerners around
the world" (Pew Research Center).
At my own university, Loyola Marymount,
we have some forty to fifty Muslim students,
who attend because of the excellent reputation
for both education and social justice in Jesuit
and Marymount colleges. Our president, Fr.
Robert Lawton, has spoken of the value that
non-Catholic students (including not just other
Christians, but members of other religious
traditions, as well as atheists) have for Catholic
universities. At our Mass of the Holy Spirit, the
traditional beginning to our fall term, Fr. Lawton
said in his homily: "Non-Catholics and nonbelievers are not here at the university simply
because we need you to pay our bills or raise our
grades or SAT scores. We want you here for a
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deeper reason. By helping us to doubt, you help
us get closer to a deeper understanding of our
God, this life and this world we share."
Muslim students can help us to understand more about faith, and we should recruit
them because they can help us to be the best
that we can be.
This is a tremendous opportunity for
Muslims in the secular setting of North
America, which is very different, for example,
from the disestablishment of religion in France.
This is the heart of interfaith dialogue, because
institutions and organizations do not dialogue-people do. Transformed relationships
and understanding come from the discussions
that take place between people.

in a different way. ''Am I my brother's keeper?
Yes, because I am my brother's brother." We
have lots of examples of people from different
religions working together to help each other.
In Canada, in 2004, we voted Tommy Douglas
as the Greatest Canadian in a poll by the CBC
(Canadian Broadcasting Corporation). In the
middle of our current health care debate, how
many of us remember that he is the reason

W

hat can we do at the individual level?
Make a Muslim friend. The first step
toward learning about Islam, then, is
not to pick up the Qur' an and begin reading,
or to observe prayer at a mosque. One starts by
finding a Muslim friend with whom to speak. In
large communities this is not a problem, since
most everyone is in some kind of contact with
Muslims. In smaller or more homogeneous communities, the range of options are admittedly
more limited, but it is surprising how many
mosques and informal Muslim associations exist
outside the main urban centers. One's dialogue
partner may be a neighbor, a doctor at the local
hospital, a teacher, a restaurant owner, a university professor, a cab driver, a factory worker, a
motel owner, or the manager of an ethnic grocery
store. Sometimes one can make an acquaintance
by working alongside people of other traditions
in social justice or service projects such as food
banks, blood drives, or other charitable causes.
As religious people, we share a common
belief that it is our duty to help each other.
I am reminded here of a quote I once heard,
where someone asked a Christian minister
about the quote from the Book of Genesis,
where God asks Cain about his brother Abel.
Cain responds with the famous line, "Am I my
brother's keeper?" Many of us adopt that line,
that we are not responsible for, or to, our brothers and sisters. This particular minister answered
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we have socialized medicine in Canada? And
it was his Christian roots in the Social Gospel
movement that spurred him. Not that it was
his neighborly duty, but his Christian duty to
take care of his neighbor. In the current debates
about health care and immigration, we see many
religious groups stepping forward to help people
without demanding to see their identification,
as some politicians would have us do.
As Muslims, particularly as North American
Muslims, we need to become more visible as
individuals and communities as participants in
North American life. Those who work at churchrelated colleges can help us to do this, as we
have much to learn from you. We can increase
this participation in a number of ways. We can
encourage our children to value the arts and
humanities. We have a large number of Muslim
doctors and lawyers and businesspeople. Where
are the Muslim writers and artists and musicians
and filmmakers and actors and journalists? We

should encourage our children in these fields. If
we want our stories told in the media, we need
to do this ourselves. Zaraqa Nawaz has done this
in Canada with her CBC television show Little
Mosque on the Prairie.
Church colleges can also help Muslim communities through the training in Islamic theology
offered by some theological schools, a wonderful
example of our neighborliness. One thinks of
established programs at Hartford Seminary, as
well as newer programs at the School of Religion
at Claremont Graduate University which has
signed an agreement to work with Al-Azhar
University. The Graduate Theological Union has
created a Center for Islamic Studies. My own
university has admitted its first Muslim imam
into our MA program in theology. This signals
an interesting partnership between theological
schools who have the experience and skill to train
students for ministry and Muslim communities
who have almost no seminaries of their own in
North America. Muslim communities are asking
their imams, who were trained as textual scholars, to serve in roles as therapists, counsellors,
social workers, pastors, and chaplains for which
they often have no training.

L

et me close with two reflections. The month
of Ramadan is the most important time of
the year for Muslims. For the first three
weeks of the semester, my students saw me fasting, and I wanted them to make the connections
between Christian and Muslim conceptions of
prayer and fasting. For that, I used an article in the
23 October 2008 edition of the New York Review
ofBooks, entitled "The Egyptian Connection," in
which William Dalrymple reviewed the work
of Michelle Brown on the Lindisfarne Gospels.
These gospels, illustrated around the year 700,
are a treasure of religious art. In the year 950 a
gloss in Old English was added to the Latin text,
providing the first English translation of the gospels. Dalrymple wrote:
I for one had no idea until I read Brown's
book that Northumbrian, Celtic, and
Byzantine monks all used to pray on
decorated prayer carpets, known as ora-

torii, just as Muslim and certain Eastern
Christian churches have always done,
and still do. She also demonstrates how
these prayer mats influenced the "carpet
pages" of abstract geometric ornament
which are such a feature both of Insular
and early Islamic sacred texts.
All of this is a reminder of just how
much early Islam drew from ascetic
forms of Christianity that originated in
the Byzantine Levant but whose influence spread both to the Celtic north and
the Arabian south ...
Today many commentators in the US
and Europe view Islam as a religion
very different from and indeed hostile
to Christianity. Yet in their roots the
two are closely connected, the former
growing directly out of the latter and
still, to this day, embodying many early
Christian practices lost in Christianity's
modern Western incarnation.
Just as the Celtic monks used prayer
carpets for their devotions, so the
Muslim form of prayer with its prostrations derives from the older Eastern
Christian tradition that is still practiced today in pewless churches across
the Levant. The Sufi Muslim tradition
carried on directly from the point at
which the Desert Fathers left off, while
Ramadan is in fact nothing more than
an Islamicization of Lent, which in the
Eastern Christian churches still involves
a grueling all-clay fast ...
Certainly if a monk from seventhcentury Lindisfarne or Egypt were to
come back today it is probable that he
would find much more that was familiar
in the practices and beliefs of a modern
Muslim Sufi than he would with, say,
a contemporary American evangelical.
Yet this simple truth has been lost by
our tendency to think of Christianity
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as a Western religion, rather than the
thoroughly Oriental faith it actually
is. Because of this, we are apt to place
Celtic monks, Coptic Desert Fathers,
and Muslim Sufis in very different
categories. But as the art of this period
so clearly demonstrates, we are wrong to
do so. These apparently different worlds
were all surprisingly closely interlinked;
indeed in intellectual terms perhaps
more so in the eighth century than in
today's nominally globalized world.
I completed my PhD dissertation on Muslim
communities in Toronto under the supervision
of the late Professor Willard Oxtoby, who died
in 2003. In addition to being an academic, he
was, like Wilfred Cantwell Smith, an ordained
Presbyterian minister who also represented an
inclusive view of Christianity. Will ended one of
his books, 7he Meaning of Other Faiths, with the
following words, and it is with the words of my
teacher that I would like to conclude:
At no time have I ever thought of myself
as anything other than a Christian. At

no time have I ever supposed that God
could not adequately reach out to me,
to challenge and to comfort, in my own
Christian faith and community. Yet
at no time have I ever supposed that
God could not also reach out to other
persons in their traditions and communities as fully and as satisfyingly as he
has to me in mine. At no time have I
ever felt I would be justified in seeking
to uproot an adherent of another tradition from his faithful following of that
tradition. My Christianity-including
my sense of Christian ministry-has
commanded that I be open to learn
from the faith of others.

It is this openness that Professor Oxtoby mentioned that I would hope that we all have. That
those of us who are religious believe that God
works not just in our own communities of faith,
but in all communities of faith. "'

Amir Hussain is Professor of Theolog ica l
Studies at Loyola Marym ount University.
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Why God Loves the Blues, Part 2
Christian Scharen

G

IVEN THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL LAMENT

in Billie Holiday's evocation of the blues
tradition (see "Why God Loves the Blues,
Part I," The Cresset, Advent-Christmas 2009), it
is ironic that so much commentary, scholarly
and popular, describes it as "The Devil's Music."
Wouldn't such a lament, either about abusive
relationships on a personal level or as socio-political commentary, be worthy of careful attention
by people of faith? This label is one reason many
people of faith might hold such music at arm's
length. In order to argue about why God might
love the blues, then, this characterization must
be faced squarely. In trying to get behind it, we
will be able to see both the truth and the limits of
such claims, as well as find roots in the blues for
the kind of honest cries Scripture itself teaches us
to lift before God.
The understanding of the blues as the Devil's
music is rooted in the music first played on
porches and in the juke joints and barrel-houses
of the Mississippi Delta around the end of the
nineteenth century. On the one hand, the music
was associated with drinking, gambling, dancing,
and illicit sex, things shunned by church-going
folk and condemned by their preachers. This is
one obvious reason for its categorization as sinner's music. But there also are many stories of
musicians-Robert Johnson being the most
famous-selling their souls to the Devil in
exchange for great musical talent.
The blues as a whole and its demonic
mythology remained limited primarily to
African American communities in the South
and northern cities like Chicago and New York.
This was partly because much of the early or
"country" blues music was released on so-called
"race labels" created in the 1920s for distribution to the "newly discovered" African American

market. But social factors, including the urbanization and upheaval of the Great Depression
and World War II years, shifted the record
industry away from the "country'' blues.
A major turn for both the blues and for the
interpretation of them as the Devil's music carne
as a result of the British blues revival in the late
1950s and early 1960s. Three interconnected
forces of this era shape how the blues is understood by mainstream US culture today. First, and
perhaps most obviously, was the work of musicians who heard R&B stars like Bo Diddley on
the radio, traced the influences back to John Lee
Hooker, Muddy Waters, and others who had
brought the old country blues tradition to the
city, and who then transformed the tradition by
using electric guitar and more urban themes. In
England the most important in this group was
the Metropolitan Blues Quartet-later known
as the Yardbirds-a band that included the most
influential guitarists of early rock 'n roll: Eric
Clapton, Jimmy Page, and Jeff Beck. Perhaps
the most important is Eric Clapton, who later
formed Cream. Clapton has single-handedly
lifted Robert Johnson's profile through tributes
throughout his career, from his 1968 cover of
Johnson's "Crossroads" with Cream to his 2004
tribute album Me and Mr. johnson. Page went on
to found Led Zepplin, the quintessential rock
'n roll band of the 1970s. Page's embrace of the
blues contributed much to Zeppelin's sound
and success, although the influence was mostly
unacknowledged. Zeppelin was sued by Chess
Records, a Chicago Blues label, and individual
artists, for songwriting credit and royalties (see:
Headlem 1995). Emerging from the same interconnected set of friendships and early 1960s
London dubs, the Rolling Stones took their
name from a Muddy Waters song and in 1962
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set out with the aim to be the best blues band in
England.
A second key force behind the role of the
blues in the first decade of British rock 'n roll
had everything to do with the mid-1950s UK
tours by Muddy Waters, Sonny Boy Williamson,
Howlin' Wolf, and other "rediscovered" bluesmen. The aging bluesmen found it both
compelling and humorous to see young white
people so crazy over their music, which in their

It is a short step from describing
the primitive element, the madness
in the music, to idealizing myths
about blues singers making a pact
with the Devil.

experiences had been losing ground in the US to
new sounds like Bo Diddley and Elvis Presley.
Sonny Boy Williamson even toured Europe with
the Yardbirds as his band. He famously said of
the experience, "Those English kids want to play
the blues so bad-and they play the blues so bad!"
(Miles 133). What was it that these British youth
wanted so badly to obtain? In an interview on
National Public Radio, Eric Clapton recalled first
hearing Robert Johnson's blues as a teenager.
I was definitely overwhelmed, but I was
also a bit repelled by the intensity of it. I
kind of got hooked on it because it was so
much more powerful than anything else
I had heard or was listening to. Amongst
all of his peers I felt he was the one that
was talking from his soul without really
compromising for anybody. (2004)
In an interview on Larry King Live, Clapton
went deeper into the nature of his attraction
and inadvertently raised some of the problem
with the British revival of the blues, and white
appropriation of the blues more generally. "You
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know what it was," Clapton asked Larry King.
"It was primitive. I think it was primitive, and
it sounded like it was unattached to any kind of
corporative thinking, you know what I mean? It
was like a guy, one guy who was on his own reality in a kind of madness." It is a short step from
describing the primitive element, the madness in
the music, to idealizing myths about blues singers making a pact with the Devil.
The third force shaping contemporary
understandings of the blues as "Devil's music"
resulted from written histories that solidified a
view that while not wholly wrong, bore within
it serious misinterpretations of the roots of the
blues and therefore its meaning for the culture
that produced it. Paul Oliver, an English architectural historian, encouraged the revival of
interest in the blues with his groundbreaking
books including one of the first book-length histories, Blues Fell This Morning (1960). While his
work went a long way toward interpreting the
social and historical context of the blues within
African American social life, as an outsider to
that culture his work had inevitable limits.
Writing over thirty years later, theologian and
ethnomusicologist Jon Michael Spencer suggested that perhaps the most important limit for
outsiders to the culture that produced the blues
is the failure to "capture the music's pervading
ethos- its religious nature!" (xii). For example,
Spencer notes Oliver's position that "for the
most part the blues is strictly secular in content.
The old-time religion of the southern churches
did not permit the singing of 'Devil songs' and
'jumped-up' songs as the blues were commonly
termed" (117). Such framing shows, Spencer
argues, that Oliver imposes "Christianity's
bifurcating worldview (the sacred versus the
profane) on the holistic cosmology of this people of African origin" (xii).
Oliver's work prepared the audience and
energy for BBC-TV producer Giles Oakley's
five-part documentary and companion book
both titled The Devils Music: A History of the
Blues. This work, intersecting with the powerful ethos of rock 'n roll increasingly tied to
drugs and sex, fed the fire of a growing fascination with the Devil-lore in blues music. Oakley

responsibly noted that the label "the Devil's
music" was given "by (usually black) opponents
who have feared its power as a social force,
whether for 'disruption', 'irresponsibility',
'irreligion' or for sexual freedom" (8) . Those
fans and followers of the blues who lacked such
careful attention to culture and context simply
embraced the myth of sex and the Devil as an
element of counter-culture music.
is mythology centered in the person of
Robert Johnson who famously traded his
soul to the Devil at the crossroads in order
to gain his musical (and likely also sexual) prowess
(see Palmer 1981 and Guralnick 1998). Spencer
found that popular writing about Johnson often
resorted to colorful stereotypes. Johnson was, for
instance, "the original singer of American evil
who played like the Devil and died like a dog,"
supposedly barking on all fours as the Devil
demanded his soul in payment (xiii). Spencer
notes that since he was likely poisoned with
strychnine-laced whiskey by a jealous husband of
one of his many lovers, he quite possibly seemed
delirious, on the floor, and even perhaps "barfed"
like a dog (10). Such actual events unfortunately
are bent to fit the fantasies of white fans drawn
to the Devil mythology suggested in his music.
Johnson's classic song, "Hellhound on my Trail,"
confirmed for many fans the whole mythology
of his running from place to place to escape the
Devil only to be caught in the end.
Extensive interviews and field research
produced a much more nuanced portrayal of
Robert Johnson's life, one that resonates with
the mythology of West African culture brought
to America by the slaves, especially the story of
Legba, a trickster god often found at crossroads.
Legba was known as a god ofgood and evil, sacred
and profane, male and female (Spencer 10-11).
Such a trickster personage allowed Johnsonand other musicians-to claim the Devil as their
relation (father, uncle) in order to gain attention
and notoriety, building the crowds as they traveled and played. The multiple valences-both
African and European Protestant-of their language allowed talk of the Devil to carry multiple
nuances that were lost in translation to white

urban youth of the 1950s and 1960s, and the
blues, Spencer notes, gradually lost its original
religiousness born of the complex culture of the
Delta (99ff). In fact, one can see this transition
even in one blues singer who made the transition from country to urban blues in his own
lifetime: Muddy Waters. While his early songs
both evidenced African religious traces ("I got
my Mojo Working," referencing "hoodoo") and
Protestant Christian ("I Can't Be Satisfied," with
its intermittent cry, "Lord"), Waters last studio
session in 1981 offered the song "Champagne
and Reefer," an homage to his favorite mood
changing substances. The song was enthusiastically covered by The Rolling Stones, with special
guest Buddy Guy, for their 2008 New York concert film Shine a Light.
For Muddy Waters as for much of the blues
tradition, the story is not as simple as music on
the side of God or the Devil, despite the tendency of many blues fans to have, as the Rolling
Stones later sang, "sympathy for the Devil." Yet
the intimate relation of the juke joint and its
pulsing blues with the clapboard church and its
swelling organ gospels on Saturday night and
Sunday morning holds the key to understanding how it might be that God loves the blues.
To that final subject we turn in part three, forthcoming in The Cresset. f

Christian Scharen is Assistant Professor of
Worship and Theology at Luther Seminary, St.
Paul, Minnesota. He is currently writing Broken
Hallelujahs: Imagination, Pop Culture, and God
(Brazos Press 201 0).
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COMING BACK
Repetition builds a past as if part of you began here,
as if where you've come back to is where you're from.
Familiar sounds like what you heard again yesterday
or a single sound that woke you fifty years agoa door opening to let in a voice, an urgent whisper,
a quick intake of breath, then quiet.
Just a door, the creak of a metal knob jiggled
against a screw working its way out
that woke you then, and now-when you're awakened
by that sound-you stay alert:
what you hear next may tell of someone's life,
not necessarily another message about death.

Patricia Wixon
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On the Lonely Souls of Crosby, Maine,
and Finding Hope
Erin Dalpini

R

EM EMBER THAT TEACHER YOU HAD WHO

you absolutely couldn't stand? She was
the sternest, most ornery educator you'd
ever met, and you dreaded coming into her
classroom because, well, she was scary. Yet
when it came right down to it, she really knew
her stuff, and you actually learned a lot in her
class. And not just about algebra, you learned
life lessons too.
The 2009 Pulitzer Prize Winner is about
one of those teachers. Olive Kitteridge is her
name. Although none of the tales that comprise this "novel in stories" takes place in the
classroom, Olive, a crabby, shrewd seventhgrade math teacher and the protagonist of this
book, teaches a lesson in all of them, and on
occasion she's the student.
Olive isn't a likeable central character: she's
judgmental, overbearing, abrasive. She's the
most intimidating teacher at school; generally,
she dislikes her neighbors. At home, she nags
and chides her melancholy son, Christopher,
and she lashes out at her loyal husband, Henry:
"'All I do is cook and clean up after people,'
Olive might shout, slamming a bowl of beef
stew before [Henry]. 'People are just waiting
for me to serve them, with their faces hanging out"' (Strout 13). It's obvious she harbors a
great deal of anger and resentment.
Yet despite her sour demeanor, Olive has
moments of incredible compassion and insight.
In the thirteen stories that make up Strout's
novel, both the best and worst parts of Olive's
character are brought to light. In "Starving," she
is surprisingly sympathetic to a young anorexic
girl. In "A Little Burst," which occurs on her
son's wedding day, Olive is unexpectedly vulnerable and, at the same time, spiteful. With
convincing detail, Strout weaves a raw, wide-

ranging narrative of the life of one woman and
the lives of those she unknowingly touches.
Much of the charm of Olive Kitteridge lies
in Strout's careful construction of the townspeople of Crosby, Maine, the coastal town in
which Olive and
her
husband,
Henry, the town
pharmacist, live.
Strout's
many
characters
are
reminiscent
of family and
friends, neighbors you might
run into at the
grocery
store.
They're authentic,
they're
broken, they're
Random House, 2008
easy to relate to.
In "Pharmacy," Strout's exquisitely crafted
opening piece, one cannot help but empathize
with Henry's deep longing to feel connected
to his wife in the way he feels drawn to his
young pharmaceutical assistant, Denise.
When Denise's young husband dies in a tragic
accident, Henry takes it upon himself to care
for the grieving girl. As time passes, their relationship grows into something more: "He and
Denise worked in an intimate silence. If she
was up at the cash register and he was behind
his counter, he could still feel the invisible
presence of her against him ... their inner selves
brushing up against the other. At the end of the
day he said, 'I will take care of you,' his voice
thick with emotion" (25). Because Denise
relies so heavily on Henry -in a way that
Olive has never needed him-he falls in love
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with her but never acts on it. Denise remarries, and Henry tries to tuck that ache away in
the recesses of his heart. It resurrects itself only
when he receives Denise's annual handwritten letter. Throughout the novel this theme
resurfaces again and again: the deep, characteristically human desire to be needed and
understood is a source of conflict, moments of
intimacy, and when left unfulfilled, a source of
heart-breaking loneliness.
The story that immediately follows,
"Incoming Tide," expands upon the despair
that often accompanies indelible loneliness,
introducing another key motifin Strout's work,
suicide. The central character of this piece, a
former student of Mrs. Kitteridge's, is on the
verge of killing himself. Then Olive shows up,
and readers see an entirely different side of her
personality. Conversing with Kevin, she's sensitive, careful, and deliberate in choosing her
words: '"I've thought of you Kevin Coulson,'
she said .... At the very moment Kevin became
aware of liking the sound of [Olive's] voice he
felt adrenaline pour through him, the familiar, awful intensity, the indefatigable system
that wanted to endure" (37-39). The quality
of endurance that Kevin rediscovers fascinates
Strout, who said in an interview with Robert
Birnbaum that she is "'deeply impressed with
how people get through life,' continually
moved by the way they 'just keep going and,
for the most part, try to live as best they can'"
(7he Morning News, 26 August 2008).
Learning to get through life's hardships,
especially those commonplace ones that shape
and affect so many-isolation, regret, guilt,
the death of a spouse, the disappointment
in love lost-is ultimately the crux of Olive
Kitteridge. Some might say this is what makes
the book such a depressing read, but regardless of the heavy subject matter, Strout's prose
is lyrical and light, and though she tends to
shy away from happy endings in favor of more
believable unhappy truths, the text offers up
breathtaking moments of warmth and hope.
Through it all, Strout demonstrates her
mastery for the short story, building suspense
with elegant foreshadowing within as well as
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among the hybrid "story-chapters" that make up
this novel. Although any of these stories could
stand alone, those that are most compelling are
those in which Olive has a strong presence. Her
unique character, which the author has taken
such care to flesh out for readers, sustains the
novel. The weaker stories are those wherein
Olive is in the background, yet Olive is always
distinctly present, even if she's just a passerby
or an echo from school years past.
trout's small but impressive body of
work shows that she is particularly
interested in strong mothers like Olive.
In her two preceding novels, the award-winning Amy and Isabelle (1998) and the bestselling Abide with Me (2006), she takes time
to explore the relational dynamics between
women and their children. Amy and Isabelle,
which was made into a television movie produced by Oprah even though as a novel it
keeps its distance from melodrama, is set in
a small town and details a conflict between a
mother and adolescent daughter whose lives
are very much interconnected. On the other
hand, the stern mother in Abide with Me isn't
necessarily a major character, but her opinion
most certainly influences the temperament of
her son Tyler, the novel's protagonist. Olive's
relationship with her son is also difficult. She
was hard on Chris as a child, and this has its
consequences, which are revealed, as are other
secrets, as the novel unfolds. One cannot help
but feel heartbroken for Olive when her son as
an adult keeps his distance from her. Divorced
and living in California, Chris brushes aside
his parents' repeated offers to come and visit.
When Olive thought about that, she:

S

felt a lump in her whole body, a persistent ache that seemed to be holding
back enough tears to fill the bay seen
through the front window. She was
flooded with images of Christopher:
As a toddler, he had reached to touch
a geranium on the windowsill, and she
had slapped his hand. But she had loved
him! By God, she had loved him. (145)

She has difficulty seeing that her love for
Christopher, however fierce it may be, was sometimes lost in translation, and maybe still is.
Strout constructs stories that allow her
to delve into sources of family tension that
are often left unspoken. Perhaps one of the
most difficult stories to read in the work is "A
Different Road." When Olive and Henry are
put in a life-threatening situation, they divulge
to one another closely vested, hurtful opinions.
At one point Henry says to Olive, "In all the
years we've been married, for all the years, I
don't believe you've ever once apologized. For
anything" (123). Olive is deeply affected, as is
Henry, and though they won't admit it to one
another, from that moment on, their relationship is completely altered.
Originally "A Different Road" had been
meant for a different character. For a while
Strout had been working on a story about a
long-married couple who end up in a hostage
situation. She was trying to write something
about Stockholm syndrome-a psychological
occurrence in which a hostage identifies or has
positive feelings towards his or her captorbut it just wasn't working. But then a story of
hers about a character named Olive Kitteridge
was published, and after that it became quite
clear that the hostage story was meant for Olive
(Interview with Rob Thompson, Washington
Post, 4 August 2009). After the horrible events
of that evening, Olive continues to think about
and even sympathizes with one of her captors.
Embracing feelings of sympathy and
empathy in the face of difference is how the
townspeople of Crosby connect with one
another. Olive Kitteridge, in one sense, could
be considered a series of lessons in empathy. As
Olive's and other characters' eyes are opened to
the reality that others' troubles aren't so different from theirs, readers' eyes are, too. Strout
says she hopes that her writing enables readers
to gain a sense of personal growth. "We suffer from being quick to judge, quick to make
excuses for ourselves and others, and I would
like the reader to feel that we are all, more or
less, in a similar state as we love and disappoint
one another, and that we try, most of us, as best

we can, and that to fail and succeed is what we
do" (Olive Kitteridge: A Reader's Guide 282).
With lucid, compelling prose, Strout succeeds in shedding light on family relationships,
loneliness and isolation, the human need to
be needed, and small pockets of joy and hope.
Though never professionally trained in writing, Strout teaches her craft to undergraduates.
Last summer, she shared some of her philosophies on writing: "You have to write something
that makes you feel if you don't write it, you'll
die" ("Elizabeth Strout Peaks Out for a Bit."
The Chicago Tribune, 31 May 2009). There's a
certain ineffable quality to Strout's writing, in
which Strout's very own description of how to
write rings true. Her poetic prose and sense of
insight into the human heart are a rare gift.
Certainly Olive Kitteridge, the character
and the novel itself, is a gift that lingers in
one's memory even after read and set aside.
The book is a portrait of one woman's life, the
community to which she belongs, and ultimately, a narrative of endurance. Even after
her husband's passing, when life is excruciatingly lonely, Olive finds strength to continue:
And then as the plane climbed higher
and Olive saw spread out below them
fields of bright and tender green in
this morning sun... then Olive felt
something she had not expected to
feel again: a sudden surging greediness
for life... She remembered what hope
was, and this was it. That inner churning that moves you forward, plows
you through life the way boats below
plowed the shiny water, the way the
plane was plowing forward to a place
new, and where she was needed. (203)
And with that, Olive has taught us the most
important lesson of all: loving and embracing
the wonderful gift that is life. f

Erin Dalpini works in Chicago as an Editorial
Assistant at Fourth Presbyterian Church.
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The Way You Make Me Feel
J.D. Buhl

A

S IF HE NEEDED ANY, THE OLD THRILLER

finally received posthumous support
in his bid to be remembered as a helpless man-child. Now that the coroner's report
found "The cause of death is homicide," those
outstretched arms and the crotch-deep howl,
the idol's open shirt flapping in the soundstage
fans, all start to look more like a crucifixion and
a defiant cry of "It is finished," rags tastefully
covering his loins.
Christ-pose aside, when the self-proclaimed
King of Pop died, I turned to the Old Testament
to make sense of it all. The Proverbs say, "Those
who ignore instruction despise themselves." This
is a chilling appraisal of the self-love we thought
grounded Michael Jackson's career. Surely he had
been given instruction concerning the many substances he (or others) shoved into his body. How
can such a talented artist be revered for his inventiveness and creativity, while at the same time
babied and protected for his willful ignorance?
In the Seventy-Third Psalm, Asaph,
renowned musician and leader of King David's
choir, was concerned about his own preoccupation with celebrities. "My feet had almost
stumbled," he admits, "my steps had nearly
slipped" because he found himself envious of
the arrogant, those whose bodies are "sound
and sleek," who are seemingly "not plagued like
other people" but prosperous and popular.
After the death of MJ and the adulation
it inspired, I found company with old Asaph.
The psalmist questioned the status quo and the
amnesty afforded those whose hearts "overflow
with follies." Like him, I wondered about our
putting a performer's works before their faith.
The "Greatest Entertainer Who Ever Lived"
lacked the strength to complete the greatest
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show of his career-fifty consecutive shows in
London-and this is a terrifying glimpse behind
the ease of riches and mastery of image that so
frustrated the ancient poet.
The difference is, of course, that Michael
was certainly plagued. His strangeness nearly
overwhelmed his artistic accomplishments in
life. He was loved, lauded, and imitated on a
scale that the celebrities of Asaph's time could
not even imagine. At the memorial service in
Los Angeles, Stevie Wonder said, ''As much as
we may feel, and we do, that we need Michael
here with us, God must have needed him far
more." Even Asaph would groan at that one.
Into the second most-viewed funeral in television history, the well-meaning singer's singer
had to introduce some bad theology so those
millions watching could again think that
Christians worship a Father who takes human
lives when he needs them-needs them for
what? I hear the rough voice of Blind Willie
Johnson singing "God Don't Ever Change":
"He's God all by himself, he don't need nobody
else." It is never a part of God's "plan" for
anyone that they become so enfeebled, so compromised, that they can no longer fulfill their
calling. Asaph understood that God leaves the
celebrity in some "slippery places" where they
may fall to ruin:
How they are destroyed in a moment,
swept away utterly by terrors!
They are like a dream when one awakes;
on awaking you despise their phantoms.
Oh, and don't we despise Michael's phantoms
upon waking from this dream, the phantoms
of insecurity, megalomania, drug dependence,

perfectionism, and reputation. When pundits
draw parallels between Elvis and Michael, they
are not just reaching for easy comparisons. Like
Elvis in Bruce Springsteen's "Johnny Bye Bye,"
Michael was found at home "with a whole lot
of trouble running through his veins." Both
men found it hard to live within the isolated
lives they had made for themselves but were
loath to admit this to their legions of supporters. When the Clash empathized with "All the
Young Punks,"
You gotta drag yourself to work
Drug yourself to sleep
You're dead from the neck up
By the middle of the week,

tional presence and peace activist, despite his
leadership in USA for Mrica and the engaging
groove of"Heal the World," because I couldn't
trust an artist who sang of self-respect on stage
and did violence to his face at home.
So I was stunned when Kobe Bryant noted
at the memorial service that Michael held the
Guinness Book ofWorld Records tide for the
greatest charitable giving by a pop star. Finally:
from one to whom much was given much was

Finally: from one to whom much
was given much was given back.
Asaph's dilemma is worsened by

They knew this was even more true of those
who crown themselves king.

I

n the book The Brothers, musician Cyril
Neville tells a story that evokes another reason why those "whose hearts overflow with
follies" wear pride as their necklace and "violence covers them like a garment."
When I was a teenager, we were riding
around in his cab listening to "Route
66" on the radio. I changed the station.
James Brown came on.
"First off," Daddy said to me, "don't
go changing the station without asking
me. That was Nat Cole with Johnny
Miller and Oscar Moore. Now, I know
this new boy is popular, but I see where
he puts that shit in his head." Daddy
was referring to James Brown's famous
process. "He don't respect himself."
Then Sam Cooke came on. "Now,
that boy don't distort his looks. Let
his music play." "You Send Me" never
sounded so good.
Michael Jackson distorted his looks, and for
many of us, even those who grew up with
him, that meant "he don't respect himself."
It became increasingly difficult for me to take
him seriously, to believe in him as an inspira-

the emergence of this unique manchild, one who is arrogant, always
at ease, increasing in riches, but
also among the pure at heart.

given back. Asaph's dilemma is worsened by
the emergence of this unique man-child, one
who is arrogant, always at ease, increasing
in riches, but also among the pure at heart.
I needed the humanizing of Michael that the
memorial provided; in such events we experience the world at its most forgiving: "Therefore
the people turn and praise them and find no
fault in them." Like Asaph, I had to swallow
my tendency to judge:
When my soul was embittered,
when I was pricked in heart,
I was stupid and ignorant;
I was like a brute beast towards
you.
Nevertheless I am continually with you;
you hold my right hand.
You guide me with your counsel,
and afterwards you will receive me
with honor.
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n stage at the memorial service, Lionel
Ritchie sang "Jesus is Love," and Stevie
affirmed for all that "God is good." In
an interview with WatchMoJo.com, Wonder
admits that Michael has been lost, not taken.
"If he wasn't at peace, he's at peace in the arms
of God." "The most important thing is the
music," he reminds us. "Don't get hung up in
negativity." Asaph came to the same conclusion. He regains his footing and places himself
firmly alongside God.
Whom have I in heaven but you?
And there is nothing on earth I
desire other than you.
My flesh and my heart may fail,
bur God is the strength of my
heart and my portion for ever.
This time Stevie was right: the most important
thing is the music. When we look around the
world's arenas, we find the E Street Band, the
Rolling Stones, and others older than Michael
still hitting the boards with vigor. Even his
contemporaries Prince and Madonna are able
to display trained, robust professionalism for
more than fifty shows in a row. From such
performers we can learn how to age gracefully
with self-respect and in good health. From
poor Michael, emaciated and emasculated
by what Springsteen once called the "accoutrements of fame," dragging himself to work
and drugging himself to sleep, we can learn
nothing but how to find our "portion" where
Asaph found his.
I won't doubt little Paris's conviction that
MJ was a great father, but like all addicts he
made choices that were best for him, not for
those he loved. Official proclamation that his

death was at the hands of another only reinforces our culture's need to see our heroes as
innocent victims. For a while there, Michael
seemed more human than he had been during the last thirty years of his life, but this
need to resolve him of responsibility for his
drug dependence kills all that. In a classic pop
culture paradox, Invincible, the title of his
least-successful album, will serve as the sign
upon his cross.
"Indeed, those who are far from you will
perish," Asaph concludes. The Elvises and the
Michaels of all time will be dealt with by God,
and their recordings will be enjoyed by fans
like us who have made the Lord our refuge. f

J. D. Buhl was born the same year as Michael
Jackson and learned to slow dance to "Ben:'
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Celebrating Otherness
David Lott

I THOUGHT OF MYSELF AS A
real urban dweller was when I decided to
give up owning a car. I come from a family of self-made mechanics and race-car drivers
living in rural Iowa, so the idea of not owning
a car or driving on a regular basis had seemed
unthinkable if not sacrilegious. But when an
odometer check revealed that I had put fewer
than eight hundred miles on my Toyota wagon
during the two years I had lived on Capitol
Hill in Washington, DC, the decision to forgo
needed repairs and rising insurance rates was
surprisingly easy. I had learned to navigate the
Metro subway system expertly so that it could
deliver me to and from my job and other locations in less than an hour. My car's absence was
not an issue, and for several years my new identity as an urbanite was sealed.
That sense of urbanity was immediately
challenged, however, when my employer
decided to relocate to the far suburbs of
Virginia. The commute on public transportation turned into a three-hour round-trip-ifl
was lucky enough to make the multiple connections on time. Despite the inconveniences
and increased costs of mass transit, I stubbornly
refused to buy a car. Instead, I soon came to
imagine myself as part of a sort of community
of fellow commuters, many of them nonEnglish-speakers hailing from a wide swath
of countries from El Salvador to Ethiopia.
While some of my coworkers looked askance
at my choice, other sympathetic colleagues
graciously delivered me to the nearby suburban transit center at the end of each workday.
Thus, I managed both to maintain my carless
status, the dubious locus of my urban identity,
and to get to work dependably. It worked out
reasonably well.

T

HE MOMENT

Except when it didn't. One day, when
my ride to the bus terminal was unavailable,
I found myself at a street-side bus stop, the
skies threatening rain. Standing alongside
me was a young Hispanic woman I recognized as part of the housekeeping staff in
the office building where I worked. We nodded and smiled-not sharing a common
spoken language-and waited for the oncean-hour shuttle to the transit center. A few
minutes later, however, that bus rushed past
without stopping to pick us up. We looked
at each other in alarm, shrugged, picked up
our belongings, and proceeded to make the
two-mile walk to the transit center to catch a
regional bus to the Metro station.
We weren't far along when an aging Nissan
pulled up alongside us, driven by another
Hispanic maintenance worker from our
building. My companion climbed in to catch
a ride to the center, leaving me to walk alone.
Less than a minute later, at the stoplight, they
honked at me, motioning to me to join them.
I hopped into the back seat, the first drops of
rain trumping my initial hesitation.
ROAR. My ears immediately began
ringing from the sound of mariachi horns
exploding from the radio, and my eyes beheld
a plastic Jesus figurine firmly attached to the
dashboard. Spanish chatter, animated and
rapid-fire, gushed from the front seats, while
I sat back, marveling at my sudden, brief
immersion in a new culture and basking in
a warm hospitality expressed through action
rather than words. Arriving at the transit center in now-pouring rain, I could only shake
hands with them and say "Muchas gracias."
I've often thought of this incident, always
with gratitude but also in wonder at those
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few minutes of being an "other," having my
self-satisfied sense of carless, cosmopolitan
urbanity exposed as just another form of
privilege and pretense. After all, most days,
my life only intersected circumstantially with
these housekeepers, in the hallways at work,
or on the bus . And while there was always
respect and friendliness in those encounters,

Whether we are urban, suburban,
or rural, Americans are having
more regular encounters with
"otherness" these days, in ways
that were at best unlikely even a
generation ago. Some of us embrace
these changes with eagerness, others
more warily or even with hostility.

there was the inevitable distance created not
just by language but by my "majority culture"
status-a status that has the effect of rendering as "other" those outside the culture. An
invitation on that rainy late afternoon to enter
a space not my own challenged my sense of
"non-otherness." We could not share conversation, but that did not stop these workers
from according me dignity as a fellow traveler and offering shelter from the storm to a
stranger in need.

W

hether we are urban, suburban, or
rural, it seems that Americans like
me are having more regular encounters with "otherness" these days, in ways that
were at best unlikely even a generation ago.
Some of us embrace these changes with eagerness, others more warily or even with hostility.
But I suspect that most of us are somewhere
in between, living benignly with the circumstantiality of coexistence, neither seeking out
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nor recoiling from cultural intersection. We
are content to let the "other" stay other but
rarely think of ourselves as being "other" to
them-and, like me, are surprised when our
assumptions are upended. Indeed, even in the
most intercultural of places like Washington,
DC, tribalism is still more often the rule than
the exception. We tend to gravitate toward
those more or less like ourselves. Seeking out
those who are other becomes merely a price of
doing business or an ideal to be talked about
in the abstract.
That's certainly true in our faith communities as well. Language, ethnicity, sexual
orientation, and class status too often keep
us apart, as do differences in theology and
politics. Truly multicultural, multiracial congregations are still extremely rare. There seems
to be an unspoken assumption that conforming to the majority culture takes precedence
over openness to change and unconditional
welcome. And this extends to our practices of
faith as well. Even those who confess a common creed can find themselves divided by
how that confession should be made manifest
in faith rituals. The welcome we extend too
often is contingent, assuming common practice, relegating some fellow believers to the
place of "other" at the altar where we all come
to worship.
A few years ago, I went to a local Episcopal
congregation to hear a well-known preacher.
My friend Bob, a nonpracticing Catholic
for much of his adult life, accompanied me.
Because of his limited experience in Protestant
congregations, Bob always marvels when the
liturgy echoes the language and music he
remembers from his youth. Still, hearing the
Old Testament referred to as the Hebrew Bible
may cause him a moment of confusion, and
nongendered God language sounds awkward
to ears accustomed to "He" and "His." But his
greatest perplexity, when he most feels like an
outsider, comes during the Eucharist, when
he must navigate the various ways in which
Protestants choose to receive the bread and
wine. Thus, when it comes time to take communion, he always tries to position himself

at the altar in such a way that he can follow
my lead.
On this occasion, communion was by
in tinction, a practice Bob had never witnessed.
Neither the presider nor the worship bulletin
offered any instructions to the congregation,
and I could only whisper, "Watch me," before
it was our turn to process forward to the altar
rail. There we arranged ourselves so that he
would commune after me. However, our plan
was thwarted when the communion assistants
changed the direction of service. Handed the
bread, he followed his natural instinct and ate
it. Seeing that I and the others around him
were holding on to our bits of bread, a panicked look came over him, as he realized that
the cup would not be offered for him to drink
from, and he had nothing to "dunk." Unable
to ask me what to do, he stared uncertainly at
the chalice held out before him.
He dipped his finger into the wine and
reverently stuck it in his mouth.
ne could recoil in horror at my friend's
breach of communion etiquette or
double over with laughter. But with
this simple, awkward action, Bob reached out
beyond his otherness to be one with his fellow communers. Certainly his method was
unconventional, but that is how boundaries get broken-by breaking with common
practice, taking chances, refuting the idea
that otherness is somehow either avoidable or
all-defining for anyone. "Otherness" can be
manifest in the person standing next to us at
the bus stop or kneeling next to us at the altar
rail. We may recognize it in the person sit-

ring across the dinner table from us or in the
person across the checkout counter. But otherness may also have to do with the invisible
ones at the other end of a supply chain as well
as the all-too-visible person reflected back at
us in the bathroom mirror. It's an inevitable
fact of life, just waiting for our risky, even
heretical responses.
In any time or place, we may chance upon
the other, the outsider-or discover that we
ourselves have become the other. The bus
may pass any one of us by. The chalice may
appear before us, and we won't know what
to do. And when that happens, the choice
is presented to us: Will we abstain, decline
the invitation, keep on walking, turn the cup
away? Or will we rake the chance, dip our
finger, and taste what is offered at the risk of
ridicule or reproof or even rejection? Might
we even jump in the car and go along for the
ride, accompanied by celebratory horns that
declare more about our common life than a
common language ever can? t
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Health Care and the American Spirit
Robert Benne

II

WHY

IN

THE

WORLD

CAN'T

YOU

Americans achieve a comprehensive
national health-care program like the
National Health Service we have and prize here
in England," asked a dear English friend in her
letter accompanying the Christmas card she
sent. "We just don't understand your recalcitrance." Now those are good questions. I will try
to answer them in this column, and then send
the column to her for her perusal and response.
Before I get to her larger questions, it is
important to distinguish between the kind
of system she prefers and the Obama healthcare reform proposals that have prevailed in
Congress. These proposals, in spite of the overwrought charges brought against them, do not
constitute the kind of comprehensive national
health service she was asking about.
Nevertheless, these programs address
several worthy goals: to provide more people-especially the poor, the working poor,
and those with pre-existing conditions-with
access to affordable health insurance; and to
hold down the ever increasing cost of health
care in this country. The latter is a widely
shared goal, even though the Nobel prize-winning economist Robert Fogel thinks that the
rising cost of health care is an accurate representation of what consumers want: they want
expanded and more sophisticated health care
and are willing to pay for it (See: "Forecasting
the Cost of US Healthcare," The American, 3
September 2009).
Onto the larger set of questions: Why
don't we have a national, single-payer health
care system in this country? Is it just because
the wealthier portion of our society has good
access to health care and selfishly does not want
to provide the resources for those who do not
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have what they have? Is it also because the large
"special interest" groups make good money by
catering to that wealthy portion of the population and serve it by blocking what really needs
to be done? No doubt, there is an element of
truth in both charges, but it seems to me the
reasons we do not have a national, single-payer
health care system are deeper and less selfserving than those accusations imply.
I have lived abroad for five different yearsas well as for two other extended times-and
would not trade the medical care and my
access to it that I enjoy in this country for
the care provided by socialized systems that I
experienced in other countries where I livedEngland, Germany, and Slovakia. I would rank
the German private/public mix the best of the
three, with Slovakia coming in a lowly third,
mainly because its public sector is impoverished after the collapse of the Soviet-imposed
centrally-planned economy. In the middle is
the British system, which we utilized many
times over the span of the three years we lived
in Cambridge, a university town with highlytouted medical services.
My assessment is that Great Britain has a system that distributes routine medical care pretty
well but does not do well with serious illnesses.
Even in routine care, e.g., treating high blood
pressure, it raises the threshold for treatment to a
level that would appall most Americans. Further,
the medical equipment, in my experience, generally is not up-to-date, and the buildings are
dingy. Doctors are overburdened by people
with small complaints. Specialists are very hard
to reach. I would not want to be treated there
for a threatening-but non-urgent-illness
if I could go back home. If one needed emergency care, there would be little choice, though

in Slovakia I had handy the telephone number
and location of a hospital in Vienna. There are
private-but very expensive-outlets in Britain
and Slovakia. Ominously, Canada forbids such
a private medical system.
However, even if Americans agreed that
the medical insurance and care our system
provides is adequate for most people, why
do we not adopt a single-payer national system? Most Americans lack confidence in large,
governmental organizations. They are seen as
ponderous, expensive, and inefficient. They
seem to do less for more, much like the public
school system in most states and localities.
Still, shouldn't we be willing to put up with
some inefficiencies and loss of quality for a
more just distribution, similar to what we do
with public education? Here is where we get
into deeper issues, one having to do with the
"spirit of America" and the other having to do
with different renderings of justice.

A

mericans prize independence and
self-reliance far more than residents
of countries that have socialized systems. The spirit of independence-just like
the spirit of compassion and justice-flows
from Christian notions of human nature and
obligation. Humans are free to manage their
lives, and most Americans believe they ought
to cherish, protect, and express that freedom.
It is better to be independent and self-reliant
in managing their lives than to be dependent.
Not only do they prefer doing things for themselves rather than having them done by others,
they are convinced that they flourish best when
relying on their own resources and capacities
as much as possible. They also recognize that if
one cedes independence to other entities, e.g.,
the government, those entities have greater
power over one's life individually, and over the
life of the country generally. All of this applies
to health care: it is better to take care of oneself
and one's family than to rely on others, including the government, to do so.
However, Americans also believe that when
others cannot take care of themselves, there
is an obligation to help them. Thus, we have

free medical clinics along with food kitchens,
shelters, rescue missions, and a vast array of
private agencies to help those who cannot help
themselves. Americans cultivate compassionate
service for those who are dependent, even as
they prize their own independence. They are
ambivalent toward those who are able to help
themselves but don't. Even so, they tend to err
on the side of helping rather than judging.

Not only do they prefer doing
things for themselves rather than
having them done by others, they
are convinced that they flourish best
when relying on their own resources
and capacities as much as possible.

Yet most admit that this admirable system
of private charity cannot cover everyone with
medical needs. Americans believe that the
government must step in where private charity
cannot do the job, but they also hold that those
who receive assistance should be truly needy.
They believe in "qualified" rather than "absolute" positive rights, that it is better to order
justice toward qualified positive rights rather
than absolute positive rights.
A positive right is one in which another is
obligated to perform positive actions toward
you. Every person, for example, has the positive right to be treated with respect, not merely
or solely as a means. Indeed, such a positive
right is absolute-all are due the positive attitude of respect. But what about services, not
just attitudes? For instance, what actions or
services does the government owe citizens?
And does it owe them to everyone? Or to
only those who show need for them? Are the
rights absolute or qualified?
There is at least one absolute positive
right to services that most Americans believe
Easter2010
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the government owes its citizens. The government is required to provide fitting education
to every citizen through high school. That is
a huge obligation and task which the government takes seriously. Fortunately, however, it
does not require that everyone accept those
public services. It allows private schools to
educate students whose families are willing
to pay for their private education, with the
stipulation that those families also pay taxes to
support the public system.
Should health care be an absolute positive
right? It seems even more basic than education.
Or should shelter be an absolute positive right?
That seems even more basic than health. Not
many governments-save totalitarian ones
such as the Soviet Union-take on responsibility for such an array of absolute positive rights.
And those that have done so often use the ensuing dependence of the populace to manipulate
and oppress them. No, it seems unwise and
perhaps unjust to elaborate too many absolute
positive rights. It makes for an overpowering
government and a dependent people.
The American approach views the provision of health care as a qualified positive right.
The government and hospitals are obligated
to provide health care for those who cannot
afford it or will not provide for themselves.
The very poor have access to Medicaid and
to charitable offerings. They also use emergency rooms and hospitals for their health
care, which shifts costs dramatically to the
hospitals, which pass them on to insurance
companies, which in turn leads to higher premiums for individuals and institutions. This
arrangement is not very efficient and leaves
many people out. Even those who take advantage of this qualified approach do not receive
consistently good medical care.
Thus, it would be far better to provide
graduated vouchers or tax credits to those
below a certain income level to purchase private insurance of the sort roughly equivalent
to the kind I currently possess. Such persons
could then claim their positive rights within
the same healthcare system that the majority
of Americans enjoy. They would not be rel54
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egated to a massive, inferior, government-run
health care delivery system.
How to contain ever-increasing health care
costs? I doubt if we will ever be able-or even
want -to contain them dramatically. As Fogel
argues, we want excellent, sophisticated health
care and we are willing to pay for it, for the
most part. But offering vouchers or tax credits
to a large segment of the population would be
expensive. Further, we would probably need
some sort of government subsidized insurance
for those with pre-existing conditions.
Some excellent ideas have surfaced. Allow
insurance companies to compete across state
lines. Introduce tort reform to cut down excessive litigation. Reward health-care providers
more for keeping people healthy than for
treating them when they are sick. Encourage
the kinds of highly efficient, integrated systems that have emerged in a number of cities.
Encourage states to experiment with innovative
approaches. Increase out-of-pocket co-pays so
that customers cannot ignore the actual costs of
what is provided for them. No doubt there are
many others of which I am unaware. Further,
we should look carefully at the mixed private/
public systems of countries like Germany to
find out how they are financed.
These are some of the responses I will offer
to my English friend. It is not irrational to
resist the introduction of a massive, untried,
government-financed system. Most Americans
enjoy some of the best healthcare in the world,
but we have a problem with fairly distributing
that fine service, as well as paying for it.
Finally, it is not unjust or uncompassionate to prefer an approach that features qualified
positive over absolute positive rights as long as
we are determined to treat those who qualify
for them justly and compassionately. V

Robert Benne is Director of the Roanoke College
Center for Religion and Society.
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Death of a Mailman
Katie Koch

W

E BURIED OUR MAILMAN THIS PAST

winter. It came as a su:pri~e. He :vas
sixty years old, constdenng retirement, and dropped dead after shoveling his
aunt's driveway. It was sudden and caught all of
us off guard. I heard the news as I was traveling
with my family after Christmas, and I listened
to the message from the funeral home three
times just to make sure I had the name correct.
Certainly it couldn't have been Leland they were
calling about. I saw him just last week, like I see
him almost every day, driving his mail route.
There's nothing quite like the funeral of the
mailman in a tiny, rural community. Everyone
shows up: his neighbors, his friends, the people
on his route, fellow letter carriers, the former
community mailman who, though in a nursing home, has outlived his successor. Everyone
shows up, because when the mailman dies,
things just are not the same anymore.
Things changed after Leland died. The
town post office itself, a tiny room in the side
entrance of a parishioner's home, the only post
office in a nineteen-mile radius, closed in the
days between his death and his funeral. After
his death, the powers that be in the United
States Postal Service changed his route, parsing
it up. Instead of being assigned a new mailman,
Leland's route was carved into three pieces,
and each piece was tacked on to a neighboring
community. Our town's mail route is literally
gone, our community divided into pieces and
gobbled up. A failing economy will do that to
a place. Budget tightening does not have time
to grieve or to mourn the past; it seizes the
opportunity for downsizing and efficiency.
Our mailman died, and truly our town
is dying. Our church has already buried the

banker, the shopkeeper, the creamery operator, and the schoolteachers. The bank, grocery
store, creamery, and school are all long gone.
Like the altar at the conclusion of Maundy
Thursday, my former small-town-turneddesolate-community is being stripped away,
piece by piece, until it is bare and a shadow of its
former self. At least the altar retains the promise
that all the paraments, candles, and flowers will
return bright and early Easter morning. In the
church there is the promise of resurrection. As
one looks around town, any sort of resurrection
seems like wishful thinking. Aside from the
church and a few homes, most of the buildings
show their age, some uninhabitable and falling
down. Though neighbors care for one another,
there is no pedestrian traffic to be found, and
even the cars are scarce. Except on Sunday or a
funeral day, most of them pass through town,
ignoring the speed limit as they hurry off to
some place larger and busier.
These folks could use some resurrection.
They want their town back. The post office certainly needs to be resurrected so that the frail
elderly do not find themselves driving nineteen miles to the nearest post office to mail
a package. And Leland's young widow would
not shy away from the hope of having her
beloved back. In this community of faithful
and church-going Christians, they know the
promises of resurrection, but looking around,
the town feels stuck in the waiting.
fter the long and penitential season
of Lent, Easter comes rushing in with
much needed sunlight, cheer, and
hopefulness. Alleluias, withheld for almost
seven weeks, abound at the sunrise service.
Young people are cooking away in the kitchen
preparing the Easter breakfast, and flowers spill
over their containers and seem to be popping
up everywhere at church. Many of the mothers
and grandmothers sport their fancy hats, and
the children, high on chocolate and jellybeans
that the Easter bunny left them, tear through
the church in their pastel dresses and button-up
shirts. No matter the heartaches of our town, it
is all celebration come Easter morning.
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Easter morning the stone is rolled away and
the empty tomb is exposed. "Do not be afraid ...
he is not here," the angel tells the women who
arrive at Jesus' tomb. "He has been raised from
the dead, and indeed he is going ahead of you
to Galilee; there you will see him," the angel
promises in Matthew 28.
From this Easter proclamation, our world,
so hungry for resurrection, gets two things.
First is the assurance of the resurrection of the
dead. This truth, confessed countless times in
the Creed, is here spoken by the angel to the
women at the tomb: Jesus has been raised, you
will see him. And as Paul so dearly proclaims,
by baptism you are united to Christ in his death
and resurrection, so just as you die, you can
be assured of resurrection. For our mailman's
widow and all who lost loved ones this year,
this assurance cannot come often enough.
In addition, there is in the empty tomb and
the savior on the loose a hope in God's provisions for the time being. Jesus appears again to
the disciples and other followers so as to encourage them in faith and to call them to the witness
they are to make. What's more, even before his
death and resurrection, Jesus taught his disciples
to pray, asking God for the grand coming kingdom of God but also for the simple, daily needs
of food, forgiveness, and protection. I'm assuming my community will never look like Lazarus,
walking out of the tomb even after he had begun
to stink of death, but I know, to borrow from
Martin Luther, that our heavenly Father will
provide all we need from day to day.
Indeed, the interesting thing about losing
the town mailman is that it affects everyone;
the community deliverer is gone. The one who
went from home to home, person to person,
bringing what we needed, is gone. Leland was
known for stopping to chat with folks all along
the route. He brought big packages up to the
door, which is no easy task when it comes to
long, winding rural driveways. He checked
in on the homebound and elderly. He delivered mail, community news, and even a sense
of routine and structure. Ask anyone who has
spent time at home during the day; it doesn't
take long before you can set your watch to the
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delivery time of the mail or newspaper. There is
comfort and a sense of security in this routine.
Maybe losing one's mailman, losing this
dependable deliverer, is a glimpse into the
hiddenness of God between Christ's death and
resurrection. Death breaks us when it leaves us
not knowing what to expect next.
When Christ is betrayed, put on trial, and
killed, the deliverer is gone. The one bearing
good news has been snatched away by death
and nothing is the same. The disciples deny
him, then dam up and hide, practically climbing into the tomb themselves. At times, my
community feels the same way. The deliverer,
the future, the hope is at times difficult to see.
Have we all just climbed into the tomb and
assumed our own deaths because our changing
world has left this community behind?
My desk is covered with materials put out
by my denomination and local synod urging
rural congregations to discover hope, revitalize
communities, and move forward with a "missional" agenda. These programs are fine, and
they are certainly constructed in good faith by
people longing to make sure the rural church
they grew up in and so loved can survive into
the future. But truth be told, no program is
going to bring Lazarus back or defeat death; we
need Christ's resurrection.
The good news is that death has long been
defeated and the tomb is empty; Jesus Christ
is risen, our deliverer lives and brings this message to all who hear his word. This deliverer
will not pass away or fade with time.
All of us live in the tomb, dead in sin, fighting our ever-aging bodies, and carrying heavy
burdens. But maybe there is some particularly
good news for the residents of my small town in
all of their funerals and reminders of mortality.
Maybe when we know what little permanence
this world has to offer, maybe when our lifetime
has seen the school, bank, and grocery store
dose, and when all of our neighbors have moved
away or died, maybe then the resurrection of
the dead sounds like a wonderful celebration,
and the savior's call a welcome sound.
In Mark 10, Jesus declares to his disciples
that many who are first will be last and the

last will be first. In our country of increasing
abundance, rapidly changing technology, and
gadgets that do just about everything, there are
more and more temptations to grab hold of in
place of God. In one's big house, with a wide
screen television and a refrigerator full of food,
life in this world sounds pretty good, a place I
would like to stay. On the other hand, when
one knows scarcity and heartache, there is a
hope in God's future promises.

We need Easter. It's been a long winter and
we're ready for the tomb to be empty, ready for
resurrection. Would that Christ could come
calling on us, bring the big packages up to the
house, and stop in for coffee. f

Katie Koch is pastor of United and Our Savior's
Lutheran Churches in rural northwestern
Minnesota.

A MODE OF PERMANENCE
For you have said: love is built to last forever.
Psalm 89

Caress me into long life; life is long,
if we're to rise from swallowtail and thorn,
green ivy and a muddy tolerance for death.
Caress the ribs where solitude
is born. Eternity turns days into something
else: new skin for our elusive shadows;
a cut-rose blooming on; a timeless piano,
songs for a different hour...
Don't you see? Our house will yield, yet
shield our first embrace; the walls will laugh,
when wishes fall silent; in time, we'll decorate
a place. Always.
And, when we lift our rings, out of a ritual
burial, we'll bite the glint, the gold;
still ours, this mode of permanence in stonenow naked, now heaven kissed.

Sofia M. Starnes
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Lutherans and the Law
Nicholas Hopman

W

HEN

LUTHERANS

HAVE

CONFLICTS

over matters of the Law, we often are
rudderless. Mter all Lutherans are
gospel people, and we should always decide in
favor of Grace, shouldn't we? The best we can
achieve seems to be a vague antinomian (antiLaw) position. Those opposed to antinomianism often retreat back into legalism. How
do gospel-based Lutherans, in other words
Evangelical-Lutherans, deal with the law?
Luther's explanation of the third commandment, "Remember the Sabbath day to
keep it holy," in his Large Catechism is a great
example of how Lutherans deal with the Law.
Luther notes that this commandment was
given only to the Israelites (Book of Concord
375, 376). Christians do not keep the Sabbath,
which begins at sunset on Friday and ends
at sunset on Saturday. In "How Christians
Should Regard Moses," Luther wrote that the
Ten Commandments themselves do not apply
to Gentiles because God never led them out
of Egypt and gave them these commandments
on Sinai (Lull 138-139). We see this most
clearly in regard to the Third Commandment
because, of the ten, it is most directly related
to a specifically Jewish practice.
However, nature tells us that people need
rest from work and that they need to hear from
their creator (Book of Concord 376). Therefore,
it is natural law and in accordance with the
third commandment that Christians should
have time off work and that they should gather
together to hear the word of the Lord. For
good order, but not out of legal requirement,
Christians do this on Sunday (Tappert 376).
What does this teach us? First, as Christians
justified by faith, we have freedom. This freedom
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includes freedom from the law. This freedom
allows us to engage in a dialogue with the law
(Westhelle) . We ask questions like, "does this
law apply to me/us?" If it does not apply to us,
we are free to ignore it, just as Christians do not
ascribe any special holiness to Friday night and
Saturday. However, we are careful to look for
natural and moral laws that apply at all times
and places until kingdom come.
The topic of natural law brings with it a set
of tangled questions concerning what truly is
natural and how we can know nature. To say
that Lutherans should obey the natural law is
not to say that they should follow the natural
law tradition coming out of Aristotle and today
publicized by journals like First Things. The best
way for Lutherans to think of natural law is in
its simplest sense, as devoid of philosophical
baggage as possible. Here the Lutheran theologian becomes an observer of the world. For
example, Luther, who hated Aristotle, simply
noticed that human beings need rest and said
so commenting on the Third Commandment.
Here we also see an important way the law
continues to apply to Christians. It still works in
our bodies, which need rest. Luther writes, "We
keep them [holy days or holidays], first, for the
sake of bodily need" (Book of Concord 3 7 6). The
human body, until the day of the resurrection,
works the same way whether or not its owner
has been set free from the Law by the Gospel.
In his great declaration of freedom, The
Freedom of a Christian, Luther uses the terms
"body" and "outward man" as short hand for
the sinful self or the old Adam or Eve. Such language runs the risk of re-establishing the false
Greek duality between body and spirit, but we
do need language appropriate to describing the

- --
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dual natures of the Christian. Since the new
being in Christ is now hidden in faith and cannot be seen or touched while the body can be
seen and touched, such language naturally fulfills this need. Language of the inner and outer
person should be kept in tension with language
that uses the words "old" and "new." There is
nothing wrong with the body because it is a
body. The body is evil because it is the body of
the old sinful self as the new resurrection body
has not yet been sown.
If we simply declare that we are Gospel
people and not Law people, we will do unnecessary damage to our bodies. For example, if
Christians stop obeying traffic lights because
the Gospel trumps the Law we will do a tremendous amount of damage to our bodies
and the bodies of others. Traffic lights naturally organize traffic, and obeying them is
one way of loving your neighbor as yourself.
This golden rule is natural law as all different
cultures and times and places understand the
golden rule because it is necessary for life on
earth. The philosophy of this type of natural
law really is as easy as the philosophy behind
traffic lights and obeying them.
Of course there are also borderline
situations. In the chapter on the Fifth
Commandment, "You shall nor kill," the textbook I use to teach confirmation talks about
war and abortion in cases of known danger to
the mother, etc. Here, perhaps, some killing
might be necessary to avoid greater killing. In
such circumstances the law should stand back
and keep silent as we do the best we can under
horrible conditions (Nestingen 39-40). To use
again the example of a traffic light, you might
need to blow through a red light if your passenger is having a heart attack.
As those free from the Law, we are free to
make useful distinctions when applying the
Law to Christians. For a rather extreme example, Luther allowed Philip von Hesse to marry
a second woman with his promise to continue
providing his first wife with her marital rights.
Luther cited the biblical precedence of polygamy. However, in sixteenth-century Germany
Luther demanded that Philip keep the second

marriage private. Philip later caused a scandal
by publicizing the marriage. Whatever one
might think about this case, the principal of
privately allowing behaviors without publicly
announcing their righteousness has precedent
in the Lutheran tradition. However, Luther's
private blessing of a second marriage, with its
biblical precedence, does not necessarily apply
to any other specific action.
Often life is best served by applying the Law
leniently. Often Law needs to be applied in different ways at different times and places. This
does not mean that the Law ever ceases to function or that its essential content ever changes
(Forde 1995).
Finally, disagreements about matters
involving the Law are not necessarily merely
legal controversies. They can reveal differences
in the Gospel and faith. Here the great biblical example is the controversy surrounding
circumcision in Galatia. Paul knew well that
circumcision was a matter of the law (Galatians
2:16,21, 3:2, 10-13, etc.), but when the super
apostles told the Galatians they must be circumcised Paul did not merely engage in a
dispute about the extent to which Christians
must obey the law. Instead he discerned that
something greater was at stake and accused
the super apostles of preaching a false gospel
(Galatians 1:6-9). Furthermore, he made circumcision the occasion for eternal judgment,
telling the Galatians that if they allowed themselves to be circumcised Christ would no longer
be of any benefit to them (Galatians 5:2).
Therefore, deliberations about the Law
involve not only raking a position on what can
or cannot be allowed but also deciding if the
reasons behind the varying positions taken are
Christian, or if one or both positions come from
a false understanding of the distinction between
Law and Gospel. We are not justified by doing
or prohibiting, bur by faith. This is precisely
how Paul analyzed the situation in Galatia. He
understood his opponents' prescription of circumcision as an attack on the Gospel itself.
Because the Law is a secondary matter to
the Gospel, there is a possibility, depending on
the circumstance, that Lutherans can disagree
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on matters of the Law, and yet the disagreement
can remain only a secondary matter that does
not destroy agreement on the chief article of justification by faith. Galatians shows us that the
opposite can also be true. Disagreements about
the Law can destroy agreement on the chief article and break the fellowship of the church.
The good news is that faith is the end of the
Law where the gospel is truly preached through
the proper distinction of Law and Gospel. The
gospel is not only the end of laws that do not
apply to Christians. Faith is also the end of all
natural and moral law or whatever terms one
would use to describe laws that apply to us.
Those who live by faith have been born again of
water and the Spirit and live a new life beyond

the Law and its condemnation. The Law no
longer applies in any way in faith itself Faith is
Jesus Christ himself living in us. As he is now
risen from the dead, the Law no longer has any
rights over him. And so it shall be for us one
day. We do not have a dialogue with the gospel
(Westhelle), but instead it flows over us in a lifegiving flood. Until the day of the resurrection,
we live by faith, but we also live in the body and
need the Law to discipline us. ·~

Nicholas Hopman is Pastor of First Lutheran
Church in Dollar Bay, Michigan and Grace
Lutheran Church in South Range, Michigan.
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A Review Essay
Moving Beyond Secularization
The State of Christian Higher Education

F

OR A TIME, IT SEEMED THAT BOOKS THAT

explored the relation o~ Christi~nity and
higher education were tmged w1th a sort
of wistfulness. Though not necessarily nostalgic,
titles such as George M. Marsden's The Soul of
the American University (1994), Mark Schwehn's
Exiles from Eden (1993), and James Burtchaell's
The Dying of the Light (1998) were interested in
measuring the distance between a past integrity of
faith and learning and their more recent fracture
under the stresses of specialization, corporatization, and, of course, secularization.
While backward glances at "the dying of the
light" punctuate several of the books reviewed
here, in general these authors are optimistic about
church-related higher education. Even when registering significant caveats about the scope of the
work still to be done, these titles emphasize constructive engagement. Several signal a turn in the
conversation about how the life of the mind and
the life of the practicing Christian can best be
linked, and how institutions can best be structured to nurture that conjunction. And while
remaining skeptical about the very notion of
"the Christian University," Stanley Hauerwas also
"assume[s] we are in an in-between time" that can
refine Christian universities' self-understanding
and enable them "to produce knowledges that
embody the patience that is an alternative to the
world's impatience" (7-9) . Jacobsen and Hustedt
Jacobsen capture the spirit of much contained in
these books when they identify an important distinction and its consequences: "The university is
indeed 'resolutely secular'-it studies the world
as it really exists," they note. "But it is not a place
dedicated to secularism ... . And we now live in a
postsecular world, or, perhaps more accurately, a

Catholic Higher Education:
A Culture in Crisis
Melanie M. Morey and
John]. Piderit, S. J. (2006)
The Future of Christian Learning
Mark A. Noll and James Turner
Thomas Albert Howard, editor (2008)
Christianity and the Soul of the University
Faith as a Foundation for
Intellectual Community
Douglas V Henry and
Michael D. Beaty (2006)
The American University
in a Postsecular Age
Douglas Jacobsen and
Rhonda Hustedt Jacobsen, editors (2008)
The State of the University
Academic Knowledges and the
Knowledge of God
Stanley Hauerwas (2007)

__
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postsecularist world" (15). In various ways, the
titles gathered for review here test the boundaries
and play with the possibilities of that premise.
e five main books under discussion here
were all nominees for the 20?9 Lilly Fell~ws
Program book prize, wh1ch recogmzes
work that links the Christian intellectual tradition, whether historical or contemporary, with
the practice of teaching or the context of higher
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education more broadly. Two are edited collections of essays: Christianity and the Soul of the
University (2006), edited by Douglas V. Henry
and Michael D . Beary, grew out of a 2004 conference at Baylor University that examined how
faith can nourish "the church-related university's
aspiration for intellectual community" (9). Half
of the essays examine issues central to such com-

These works share a sense that a
"postmodern" and "postsecular"
moment has arrived that makes space
at the table for religious accounts
of truth that can serve as a potent
resource for colleges and universities to
use in defining their mission to form
people in the pursuit of knowledge.

munity, from its biblical roots to its necessarily
global character, while the other half elaborate on
the specific practices that can animate that community, ranging from delight to hospitality to the
moral imagination. The American University in a
Postsecular Age (2008), the winner of this year's
Lilly Fellow Program's Book Prize, includes contributors from a wide range of institutions and
institutional roles. This book similarly organizes
itself along two axes, treating first religion's place
at the institutional level and in the lives of the
faculty and next religion's role in students' experience and in the curriculum.
Two books feature work previously circulated, partly or wholly, in other forms : The
Future ofChristian Learning (2008), by Mark A.
Noll and James Turner and edited by Thomas
Albert Howard, prints talks given by Noll and
Turner at Gordon College in 2006 on the potential for productive dialogue between Catholic
and evangelical Christians. While Noll sketches
a history of "Christendom" so as to explore
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the value of Catholic-evangelical alliances,
Turner strikes a more skeptical note, situating
an account of differences between Catholic and
evangelical scholarship and pedagogy in the
context of remarks about practical obstacles to
an alliance. The State ofthe University (2007), by
Stanley Hauerwas, gathers occasional pieces by
Hauerwas that share a desire to investigate how
a distinctively Christian form of knowledge
can disrupt what he casts as the complicity of
the university with modes of inquiry that serve
powers antithetical to the Gospel.
Catholic Higher Education (2006), by
Melanie M. Morey and John J. Piderit, S. J.,
aims at nothing less than a comprehensive analysis of how Catholic colleges and universities
understand, inadvertently undermine, and can
ultimately uphold their mission: using analyses
of interviews with the leaders and administrators of thirty-three institutions, the authors offer
"policy packages" intended to allow schools to
revivify their distinctive Catholic emphasis on an
intellectual tradition and reposition themselves
in a competitive "academic marketplace."
Despite their diversity, these books share a
number of themes that pertain to how Christian
institutions of higher education understand
themselves and how they can embody that
self-understanding in their organizational and
pedagogical practices. They share a sense that
a "postmo dern" and"postsecu1ar" moment has
arrived that makes space at the table for religious accounts of truth that can serve as a potent
resource for colleges and universities to use in
defining their mission to form people in the
pursuit of knowledge. The "sovereign[ty]" of
unassisted reason, Mark U. Edwards Jr. writes,
"has given way to newer, more provisional claims
and greater awareness of the limits to human
knowledge. In the present context, it is hard to
see how the kind of objectivity that once seemed
to set scholarship apart from the subjectivity of religion can be reconstructed" (American
University 89).
However gratifying it may be for the faithful to reclaim this space at the table, Robert
Wuthnow cautions that doing so should not
entail the reduction of religion to a form of iden-

tity politics. If approached uncritically, avenues
for religious commitment on campuses today
can offer a "devil's bargain" in which faith is an
aspect "of personal biography ... rather than anything resembling truth" (39). Wuthnow instead
proposes a strategy of "intentional reframing"
that "recognizes that the pursuit of knowledge is
always flawed by self-interest, academic politics,
and other human limitations," but nevertheless
entails a faithful commitment to serve the larger
goods the university values (41). John J. Dilulio
Jr. builds on Wuthnow's account of a potentially
productive tension between secular and religious
constituencies in his defense of "nonsectarian
principles" that can structure genuine dialogue:
"the right to dissent or debate on matters of religion," Dilulio writes, "entails the responsibility
to converse in ways that translate private religious
convictions into publicly accessible reasons"
(61). A measured acceptance of the postmodern
moment, then, involves not so much the insistence on religious truth as a source of subjective
meaning as the cultivation of an audience who
will be open to and a vocabulary that will articulate the distinctive truth of religious belief.
One aspect of that distinctive truth to which
authors in these books return many times is the
Christian vision of all knowledge as a unified
whole-a vision that can anchor both scholarship and institutional integrity. Henry and Beaty
highlight "the properly communitarian character
of the well-formed Christian college or university" (Soul ofa Christian University 11), and the
extent to which that communitarianism derives
from a conviction that all academic work aims at
the unfolding of a truth more than the sum of its
disciplinary parts. This conviction, several authors
propose, may counter the fragmentation of institutional identity-what Hauerwas describes as
"the incoherence of the university'' (State of the
University 15)-that can develop out of disciplinary pressures to specialize. To make all academic
work a common project, John C. Polkinghorne
proposes "a temperate recognition that different
forms of rational discussion are needed for different forms of encounter with reality, but the nature
of these forms is controlled by the nature of the
reality encountered" (Soulofa Christian University

51-2). Polkinghorne proposes theology (as
distinct, he notes, from "religious studies") as
a discipline in its own right but also a metadiscipline whose assumption of God's unity and
goodness can integrate disciplinary insights and
reveal their underlying moral claims (61-4) .
While Hauerwas agrees that "the university ...
has abandoned the theological task of studying
that which is inimitably real" (23), he uses John
Henry Newman's work to argue that philosophy, rather than theology, is, in Newman's own
words "a science of sciences" (25) . For Hauerwas,
theology's job is to prod philosophy to offer a
framework in which particular disciplinary selfunderstandings can be knit into a comprehensive
framework for understanding how knowledge
arises (29).
For Hauerwas and others, insisting on the
unity of knowledge matters because the disciplinary reintegration it enables can in turn help colleges
and universities to resist a commercializing spirit
that would appropriate and instrumentalize the
pursuit of knowledge. Hauerwas is perhaps the
most stridently prophetic voice here, though a
number of authors pick up on what might be
called an incarnational emphasis that aims to
check the dissociation of intellectual work from
its properly moral context. "The incoherence
of university curriculums," he argues, "reflects
the university's commitment to legitimate the
abstraction effected by money" (98). Shaped by
the conviction that rapprochement between the
church and institutions of the state is its own
"devil's bargain," Hauerwas's argument against
corporatization involves a call to counter the language of abstraction that mystifies the operations
of power with a modest and vulnerable mode of
"witness" that, in a formulation he borrows from
Wendell Berry, involves standing by one's words.
Such accountability "requires that 'a system' exist
that secures the conviction that the truth can be
known, but never all truth" (101). This then is
a further argument for knowledge's integration,
and for an epistemic humility inconsistent with
the sweeping claims for knowledge fostered by
those whose instrumentalizing fantasies go so far,
as Hauerwas notes, to propose that knowledge
will help us cheat death (10 1) .
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hat about the practical side of things?
Richard B. Hays grounds the claim for
community in a reading of 1 John that
emphasizes truth's home in koinonia, in fellowship. The modern university needs "an epistemology of love," Hays suggests, if it is to resist serving or even promoting a culture of competition
and profit for its own sake (Soul of a Christian
University 30). Practical strategies for restoring
community emerge in Noll's account of areas
of potential rapprochement between Catholics
and evangelicals: evangelicals too ready to detach

The emphasis on productive
engagement is a useful counter
to the intermittent tendency in
discussions of Christian higher
education to set up a straw man
argument that discredits amorphous
"'forces of secularization" at work in
college and university culture.

themselves from the culture can learn from the
sacramental perspective of Catholics, he suggests,
while Catholics too ready to let others lead can
learn from the evangelical emphasis on personal
commitment and individual action (69). Joel A.
Carpenter gives a bracing overview of the necessarily global context in which Christians must
think about their educational mission, arguing that "Christian scholars must reorient their
course" according to the redistribution of vital
Christian communities in the global south and
developing world-a reorientation that is not just
theoretical but might dictate the development of
scholarship in new directions and the funding of
projects that take into account the world church
(Soul ofa Christian University 66).
Several of these works, then, call in different ways for a rethinking of the relation between
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Christian colleges and universmes and the
broader culture in the name of goods that are
central to the life of the mind. The emphasis on
productive engagement is a useful counter to the
intermittent tendency in discussions of Christian
higher education to set up a straw man argument
that discredits amorphous "'forces of secularization" at work in college and university culture.
These authors, though, face a further challenge, which is that the goods they uphold are
not, of course, necessarily the exclusive property of Christian institutions. In Universities in
the Marketplace (2003), for example, Derek Bok
has lamented the extent of commercial influence in higher education and described steps
that colleges and universities can take to resist
that influence. While some of Bok's objections
to commercialization are practical-he wonders
if a reliance on external funding might produce
disputes over intellectual property between advisors and their students (113)-others touch on
the same moral concerns as the books reviewed
here. Bok worries about the role that athletic,
distance learning, and executive education programs play in diffusing and diluting the aims of
education. While Bok's analysis is both detailed
and comprehensive, it is also marked by a curious
reticence about the values on which commercialism impinges. "However hard it is to explain
these fears," Bok writes, "they persist as a mute
reminder that something of irreplaceable value
may get lost in the relentless growth of commercialization" (17).
Many authors under consideration here, by
contrast, are specific about the moral grounds of
practices that are central to intellectual work and
thus the values at stake in pursuing those practices. Such specificity does not mean that these
practices are distinctively Christian but implies
that Christianity offers a useful vocabulary for
their articulation. Susan Felch, for example,
argues that a Christian perspective permits scholars and students alike to take the familiar tool of
scholarly skepticism and link it firmly to subsequent action. By keeping in our mind's eye "the
plenitude" of the creation, Felch suggests, we can
preserve skepticism from stasis (109). Aurelie
Hagstrom offers hospitality as a Christian virtue

that can keep pluralism from shading into polite
silence: if mere tolerance is, Hagstrom notes, "a
false sort of engagement," hospitality requires
genuine openness to other perspectives but foregoes any assimilationist impulse, allowing for
epistemologically productive engagement not
stalled by false desires for consensus ( 121). Morey
and Piderit, though they are frank about needing
to make a church-related education "attractive
and affordable," make a strenuous case that the
Christian intellectual tradition enunciates the
values that can ground a liberal education (53).
The closing essay of Ihe American University in
a Postsecular Age, though, seems usefully calculated to disrupt the conclusion that dwelling
on the connections between such practices and
their moral dimension is a distinctively Christian
practice: there, Lee S. Shulman uses midrashic
interpretation, with its emphasis on "nuances
and complexities" (209) to illuminate the ethical
dispositions that good scholarly work requires,
especially the kind of "commitment" that favors
one perspective while acknowledging that further
dialogue may revise that commitment (211).
Turner, for his part, denies that anything more
than the background preparation of a Christian
renders his or her scholarship distinctive: "in matters of human reason," he writes, "we all stand on
the same ground" (105).
f the question of distinctiveness lingers-as it
tends to do in discussions like these-so too
does the related issue of formation, which
serves as a backdrop for much of the moral energy
these books marshal. If the current educational
context, with its predilection for "values" and its
attention to cocurricular engagement, seems to
favor formation, dissenting voices have pointed
out that engaging in shaping people's characters
is only attractive so long as the shaping is in one's
own image. Stanley Fish's gadfly-style essays on
this topic, recently collected in Save the World on
Your Own Time (2008), make the point starkly:
"Only bad teaching," he notes, "is a political act"
(70). The emphasis on practice and on community in the books reviewed here, and their attention to the moral dimension of academic life for
faculty and students alike, might seem from a

I

perspective like Fish's to be only a more insidious
form of politics. Though Hauerwas would likely
reject the notion that his work is political, he is
the most explicit about the need for the Christian
church or churches to organize a response to state
power, and his assumption "that the most important lesson undergraduates should be taught is
that they are not well enough formed to know
what they should and should not want" indicates
the power he sees vested in colleges and universities, power that Fish would eschew (127).
It is in the several data-driven chapters of
Jacobsen and Hustedt Jacobsen's collection,
though, where these books might find the start of
an answer to Fish. In "The Religious Convictions
of College and University Professors," Neil Gross
and Solon Simmons provide data to support
the fairly wide distribution of believers in the
faculty; Jacobsen and Hustedt Jacobsen analyze
the demographics of Christian higher education
to argue that the broad emphasis on "tradition"
at religiously-affiliated schools remains compelling; and in an essay on "The Religious and
Spiritual Journeys of College Students," Larry
A. Braskamp quantifies the importance to students of conjoining the development of their
intellect and their faith. Pragmatically, then, the
response to objections like Fish's might be that
faith remains a topic of interest to faculty and
students alike, and the related notion of formation remains built into the expectations, stated or
unstated, that faculty and students bring to the
classroom. If it seems odd to end on such a pragmatic note, these books, as a group, insist on the
conjunction of theory and practice. Collectively,
they reject the premise that the development of
one's intellect can be segregated from the development of one's ethos, and they propose that from
a Christian perspective, to attempt such segregation is to vitiate the very pursuit of truth that
animates all intellectual endeavor. If knowing the
truth is bound up with knowing and loving others, then education, engagement, and formation
will not be distinct processes. f

Joanne E. Myers is Assistant Professor of English
at Gettysburg College.
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LAUDS, ABERDEEN CREEK
First hints of sunrise
appear in cloud script
on Aberdeen inlet, scattered
with the shrill of osprey
fledglings awaiting the hunter's
return. A few boats at anchor
yet no one's stirring. This
is the grateful hour.
The ripple of a fish
beneath the matte green
waters attracts the osprey
parent, its high-pitched squawk
a twirling lasso until
it scissors down
into one angled and accurate
splash. Somewhere,
in a monastery, they
are chanting lauds.
Somewhere up the creek
a waterman's skiff purrs
its wake above the bottom
crawlers, arranging its trail
of bait, waiting. I'll wait
for the great blue
heron to drift down,
wings arced toward the east,
as if to honor the light.
No one of us owns
this dawn, pink and unbidden
but each, in its own tongue
can articulate
praise.

Kathleen O'Toole
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